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Committee Recommends
Federal Practice Requirements
By Sally Oldham

In response io criticism of the
performance of trial attorneys
both from within the legal community and without, a· select committee from around the country of
federal judges, law school deans
and professors, practicing attorneys and law students recently

Judge Edward Devitt

recommended that
required io take a
ination ori federal
jects and to have

applicants- be
written exampractice subfour trial ex-

periences before being admitted to
federal practice. The committee
will present its final report arid
recommendations to the Judicial
Conference in September of this
year. If approved, the conference
will recommend adoption of these
standards to the federal district
courts throughout the country.
The standards are not mandatory.
Each federal district has the auth- ority to adopt its own rules.
Chief Justice Warren Burger
appointed the members of the
Committee to Consider Standards for Admission to Practice in
the Federal Courts and made Minnesota's -C hief federal district
Judge Edward J. Devitt its chairman. After its first meeting in
September 1976, the committee
undertook a program of research
and hearings to defermine whether
there were inadequacies in federal
practice and, if so, what the
causes wen~. Four regional public
hearings were held; notices were
sent to 1500 law related organizations, requesting written comment; and, in the spring of 1977, a
questionnaire was sent to all 476
federal district judges.

In response to the question,
"Do you believe there· is, overall,
a serious problem of inadequate
trial advocacy - by lawyers with
cases in your court?", 41.30Jo of
the judges answered "yes," and
58.70Jo "no." 1he following table
represents the rating of performances of J ,969 lawyers by presiding judges in 848 trials.
- - -- - - -- -- - - - _
.
RATINGS BY FEDERAi. JUDGES
OF TRIAL PERFORMANCES
Very poor
poor/ nol
quite ade-

8..60Jo

qU:11.te

Adequate

The committee's report coneluded, "When 410/o of the
federal district judges hold the
opinion, that there is a 'serious'
problem of inadequate advocacy,
when 250Jo of actual performances
in cases selected at random are
eValuated less than 'good,' and
when the evidence indicates that
experienced members of the trial
bar are about equally critical, a
strong case is made for isolating
the causes of perceived inadequacy·and recommending responsi e remedies. Jf one wer-e to give a
shonhand d~f'm ition o[ the principal deficimcy of some federal
court practitioners today, it would
be chat chey don 't kn9w now t_o
try a law uit. That s the bottom
r.1.ne ... ,,

The research also turned up
some other interesting assessments
of federal practitioners. In the
civil area, it was discovered that
there seems to be less inadequacy
in the performance of lawyers
representing coprorate clients
than those representing individual
clients. Attorneys representing
municipalities turned in the worst
performances, perhaps because
they are so accustomed to practicing in state courts. In criminal
cases, public defenders fared the
best, with private criminal lawyers
coming in secqnd, and U.S. Attorneys and their assistants in last
place. The performances of
lawyers who practice alone were
continued to page 10

170Jo

but no

better
Good

270Jo

Very good

260Jo

First rate

21 OJo

Robert OUphant is
Mitchell's 'newest
professor

Faculty to Consider New
''Street· Law'' Course
By Susan Bates

William Mitchell Curriculum
Committee members unanimously
voted to pass the proposal for a
new course offering entitled
"Youth and the Law : A Teaching
Experience" at the J anua.ry
meeting. "Street Law , " the unofficial name for the course, has
been in the formative stages for
several years. The Law Student
Division and the Student Bar
Association submitted the concrete proposal to the curriculum
committee in December.
If the curriculum committees
recommendation _is approved by
the full faculty at its meeting, the
course will be offered in the Fall
of '79 .
"Youth and the Law," as proposed, is a one semester clinical
course in which law students teach
in Twin City area high schools.
They devote } hours per week to
teaching such st1bjects as: Crim-

ir:ial, Family, Housing, lndiviclual
present a program thar will respond to this compelling need and
Rights and Environmental Law. A
seminar forum is used during the offer our students a chance to expand their knowledge of the law
course to assist law students with
teaching techniques, learning the and consider preventative as well
law they will be teaching, and · as remedial approaches in legal
education.
evaluating their effectiveness.
Particip<!tion is limited to 9-12
students who will receive 2 credits
It is yet another step in creating
for the course. The course is open a situation in which our law
to students who have completed school reaches out to and serves as
the required courses of first and a resource for the community.
second years. ·
This seems most appropriate in
light of the Leon Jaworski quote
Author's note:
chose to
which provided the basis for my
become involved in preparing the preparation of the course:
proposal because I see this course
as a positive response on the part
"We have experienced in
of the William Mitchell communi- almost all parts of the United
ty to a critical problem in our States what can only be described
society. Few young people have as a breakdown in the teaching of
respect for o'r an understanding of the root principles of law in a free
our legal -system. They are poorly society. In saying that, I am not
eq.1_1ipped with basic legal literacy blaming the education system
alone. lt has in part been a failure
skills.
of the legal profession and of
1 feel we have a responsibility to society itself."

By Scott Carlson

Robert E. Oliphant, who has
undergraduate and law degrees
from the University of Minnesota,
has joined William Mitchell College of Law this year as a fulltime
professor teaching trial skills and
civil procedure.
Formerly a professor of law at
the University of Minnesota and
director of its clinical programs,
Ullpha11t .:urn:n.ly ha, helped put

out two new books in 1978. They
include an outline of evidence,
which he collaborated on with

Prof. Irving Younger of Cornell
University.
Oliphant .has also written for
numerous legal periodicals and
served as a consultant and on
commissions in various capacities.
H·is philosophy of teaching is "totry to find a way to encourage
_people to learn the law and help
them recognize that virtually
everyone at the school has the intellectual capacity to be an excellent attorney."

EDITORIAL

.___ ___ ___,,7.c..._ _________ _______ ___________________________________

Commitment Over Conformity
Although I was two weeks behind in Wills and I hadn't
The speaker that most inspired me was an attorney nameven started to work on my appellate brief for Moot Court ed Bill Laman from Eau Claire, Wisconsin. Bill spoke with
II, I spent a half day at the "Practicing Law - Progressive great intensity about the loneliness of being a progressive
Alternatives Conference" at Hamline University in early attorney in a rural area. He described how he has battled
February. I went to hear twelve progressive attorneys talk for survival for five years working out of a small storefront
about how they integrated their commitment to social and traveling throughout the rural areas in Wisconsin. His
change with their work as lawyers. By the middle of the clients are Native Americans, food co-ops, political groups,
program I had recognized seven other Mitchell students in women, and poor people. He has a tremendous work load,
· the audience of some ninety people.
much inore than he can handle,· and yet he just barely earns
a living at it because his clients don't have much money. He
The conference consisted of a series of panel discussions estimated that for last year he got paid $3.50 an hour for his
by young attorneys who represented a wide variety of legal labors. But the emotional strain of his practice did not dim
work in both public and private practice. Panelists included his obvious joy and excitement at being at the conference
people from Legal Aid, the Public Defender's Office, ales- and he encouraged the law students in the audience to come
bian/feminist attorney, a criminal defense attorrtey for the out to the rural areas of the country where there is plenty of
powerline protestors, and a rural practitioner from Wiscon- . work to be done.
sin, among others. (See page 3 for excerpts of t~e keynote
speech of the conference.)
Thinking afterwards about the conference I am struck by
the great contrast between the concerns of those attorneys
It was obvious to me how proud and excited all the panel- and the general atmosphere at Mitchell. In law school we
ists were at having the chance to talk about the joy~ and spend our time learning a foreign language and a complex
frustrations of their work. Several of them described how series of rules with the overall purpose of mastering what
strong they felt the pressures to conform from other law- the law is. The subjects are taught basically without a
yers and legal institutions where they worked. Problems of search for any inner meanings or values. For 'the most part,
"bum out" and isolation from other progressive attorneys law schools are amoral institutions. Law school is also a
were shared by many.
training ground for the big time career that lies ahead.
Many of us are worried about our future out in the job
But, despite these drawbacks, the lawyers clearly com- market. The focus on employment in this issue of the Opimunicated how strongly committed they were to using their nion reflects, I think, this general concern.
skills with the law to serve those who most needed it, and
how important their work ifelt to them. Many of them
While we sit· in law school preoccupied with technical
stressed that their jobs were easier to face with the encour- skill development and career planning; the concerns of the
agement and support of various community groups and lawyers at the conference were in sharp contrast. They
organizati~ns such as the National Lawyers Guild.
spoke about the primary importance of right and wrong in

their work. Mastery of the law was a secondary matter
which only had meaning when applied towards a useful political goal. Most of them were overloaded with cases to
handle.A-lawyer who wants to defend the poor and oppressed will never lack a job.
One incicent highlighted the conference for me. I talked
briefly with one of the panelists I knew the night before the
conference at the SBA wine tasting party. He passed the bar
just five months earlier and is working as a defense attorney
for a government agency in the Twin Cities. He talked
about how exhausted he was, about what terrible problems
his clients had, and how agonized it made him feel to be
able to do so little about it. He said he couldn't put these
worries away when he came home at night and he looked
like he needed a vacation.
At the conference this lawyer spoke with great emotion
about how hard it was for him to maintain his sanity under
the pressures of his job; the isolation, insensitive prosecutors and judges, and clients who saw his role as defense attorney as just another part of the system that was stacked
up against them. ·
1 saw him again at a party that night for those attending
the conference. He had been dancing for several hours
when I asked him during a break how he felt about the conference. He smiled and said his spirits hadn't been this high
for a long time. I could see that sharing his experiences with
friends who were going through the same thing meant a lot
to him. When a new record began I joined him on the dance
floor and the music went on for hours. T.C.

LETTERS
An Invitation to Extinction
To the Editor:
As an alumnus of William Mitchell College of Law, I regret that
the happiness I felt last December
in the pledgi: to the College has, in
a very considerable degree, changed into sadness because of the
display of ignominy in recent
issues of the William Mitchell
OPINION in its position on "gay
rights". Presumably this publication is produced and circulated
with the College's sanction.

First, I refer to the Editor's
Note by the OPINION staff which
immediately follows the excellent
article on the subject of "gay
rights" by Thomas W. Strahan in
the "Letters" section of the April
1978 issue of OPINION. The
Editor's Note states that "The OPINION staff
disagrees with the position
taken by this writer (Strahan). We urge you to vote
NO REPEAL of the St.
Paul Human Rights Ordinance on April 25th."
(underlining supplies,-and
the underlined part of the
Editor's Note is what is particulary unacceptable).
Next, in the October, 1978,
issue of OPINION, on pages 8
and 9, there is the two page spread
so artfully fostering, encouraging
and promoting this social disease,
with its sinister degredation of
society.
Finally, in the Fall, !978,
ALUMNI RAP, on page 6 (reprint from OPINION), there is an
account of the '77-'78 ·William
Mitchell College of Law A ward
for Excellence (specifically in large
part for work on the OPINION
newspaper), to the Chief of the
OPINION staff. The award is for

having "done the most in the preceeding academic year to enhance
the good name and reputation of
the College in and among the legal
and lay communities". (my emphasis).
Have we actually arrived at the
point where the recognition, promotion and encouragement, in
any degree, of the dissolute,
erotic, lascivious life-style of
homosexuality may be said to
"enhance the good name and
reputation of the college"? - any
college?? - anywhere? The utter
incongruity in this situation
borders on the ludicrous, except
that it tends much more in the
direction of an evil zeal of vice,
coupled with ignorance of the relentless fact that sex without procreation is sick. Unchecked, this
concept will ·ultimately and inevitably result in the dissolution of
any and every educative entity
which lends itself to the influence
of such flagrant violation of the
law of nature, of Nature's God,
and the brazen disregard of every
element of honor and virtue. This
is an invitation to extinction. The
end of it is destruction.
Will the columns of OPINION,
and of ALUMNI RAP as well,
present to their readers generally,
and especiaUy to the hapless,
anonymous purveyors of "sexual
preference", a different, a happier, valid manner of life as summarized in the following expression of the proved essentials of
happiness, stating both what it is,
and what is it not, viz:
Happiness is Peace, a Quiet
Conscience, Love of God,
Conforming to God's Law,
Honesty, Morality. Happiness is within oneself.
Therefore it cannot be
found by pursuing it.

Pleasure is not happiness.
The avid pursuit of pleasure
generally results in black
despair.
Elmer F. Hoeschen
Class '27
Editor replies:
Thank you for your comments.
The Opinion is always glad to get
feedback from a member of the
alumni.

First of all, we are published by
the Student Bar Association at
Mitchell. Besides our income from
advertising, we receive funds and
other support from the SBA as
well as the administration. Neither
the SBA nor the administration,
however, has anything lo say
about the editorial decisions and
policies of the Opinion. We publish without their prior approval.
There have been times in the past
where both the SBA and the admin is tratio n have disagreed
strongly with what we have
printecj. It's quite possible that
this will continue to happen in the
future. Viewpoints expressed in
the Opinion are not necessarily
published as a reflection of the
prevailing attitudes of the broader
William Mitchell community.
We on the Opinion staff do not
share your views about homosexuality. We feel that people need lo
explore and understand their own
emotional and sexual needs as a
necessary part of their development and growth . The Opinion
has focused much of its discussion
about homosexuality on the legal
discrimination that gays and lesbian women face. We feel that this
discrimination is clearly an injustice to us all.
You might be interested to look
OPINION

at a new book called 'Homosexualities: A Study of Diversity
Among Men and Women' by
Alan Bell and Martin Weinberg.
The book is the report of an extensive survey of homosexuality
funded . by the government
through the Institute for Sex Research. The authors interviewed
over 1000 gay men and lesbian
women as well as a hetersexual
comparison group, and 11Sked
them about their work, families,
friends, sex lives, and feelings
about themselves.
Their findings should help to
displace some of the widely held
myths about what is "normal".
According to the report, homosexuals are as happy as their
heterosexual counterparts. Nearly
750Jo of all homosexuals have little

or no regret about being gay or
lesbian. When there is regret, it
was found to be caused mainly by
rejection from the larger society.
Homosexuals tend to have. more
close friends. Violence is more
often found in a heterosexual context than in a homosexual one.
Significantly, the div,ersit,- of
lifestyles among gays and lesbians
was found to be as great as the diversity among heterosexuals. A
greater recognition of this diversity in our society would help us
all to appreciate more our own
uniqueness.

More letters
,on page 13
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A Closer Look at Jury Trial Requirement
died a jury trial.

In April of 1978 an ad hoc committee formed by the Dean was set
up to .make recommendations as
to how the college could further
enhance the learning experience of
students in the area of trial advocacy. This committee was set up
in the wake of deep concern by
members of the legal community
across the nation regarding the
quality of trial advocacy in the
courts.

The curriculum committee approved the new requirement with
one student member dissenting.
Due to the fact that the recommendation came so close to the
end of the semester, the full faculty was not able to discuss and vote
on the proposal before the requirement was enacted for the fall semester.

The ad hoc committee recommended to the curriculum committee, composed of five faculty
members and two student_s, that
the college establish a jury trial requirement. Thi s requirement
would mean that a student would
have to conduct at least one jury
trial from start to finish . This requ irement could be fulfilled by
completing the Moot Court I or
Moot Court 2 or through a clinical
course in wh ich the student han~

1 support .the notion that a jury
trial experience should be required
of students especially in light of
the strong possibility that in the
near future one may be required
to have prior trial experience as a
prerequisite for admission to federal trial practice. (See article on
page I.) The _fact that the sentiment by members of the-legal profession is towards recognizing as a
qualifying experience participation in a simulated trial course in

law school lends further suport to
the new .requirement.
~hile I snpJ)Qn the requirement
I believe that there are- some problems concerning b.ow the requirement can be satisfied. Allowing a
student to satisfy a jury trial requirement .tlu-ough a clinical
course has inherent problems. Not
only is it rarely the case that you
will handle a trial in clinic, it is
even more remote that it will be a
jury trial.. Although a student
must always act in the best interest
of his client there is at least the appearance of a conflict of interest
should a student be presented with
a situation where he or she must
choose between a trial before a
jury or a judge.

a

Although , as a practical matter,
attorneys in every day practice are
faced with apparent con flicts and
outside influences, these are not

built in as in the case with the apparent conflict that arises in this
situation.
A further consideration is that
there may be competition amongst
students in clinical courses for
cases that they believe may go to
trial. In the final analysis the jury
trial requirement probably should
not be able to be satisfied in a
clinical course.

Before the curriculum committee recommended the jury trial requirement which in effect makes
Moot Couurt I a required course,
it was understood that a closer
look would be had into the whole
area of trial skills courses at Mitchell. It was suggested that the
skills courses· should be mapped
out, and that there should be
more ·of a step progression between courses.

There was also the question as
to the need for having -four credits
of required courses in the area of
trial skills, namely Trial Skills and
Moot Court.
If it is believed that a jury trial
experience is an essential ingredient to round out a legal education
perhaps Moot Court I should be
the only required course or a trial
experience should be incorporated
in the Trial Skills course. Having
one required course which incorporates this requirement would
then· leave it up to the student as
to whether he wants to pursue additional training in the area of trial
advocacy.
There is still a need for further
discussion of some of the issues
that arise out of the new jury trial
requirement. At the very least
Lhe[e n~s · to be movement.
toward greater coordination between the two required courses.

' ' Building Social Change
Through Legal Work''
Lawyers Guild... Speaker Addresses Conference
law is a creature of social forces.
Our ·view is not to put the law in
an ivory tower. We don't see
defending the First Amendment
no matter what. I say it depends
on the context.

Ruth Moscovitch

Bel,,w is an excerpt from the
keynote address given by Chicago
labor attorney Ruth Moscovitch
at the "Practicing Law: Progressive Alternatives Conference"
held · February 3rd at Hamline
University in St. Paul. The conference was organized by ·the Twin
Cities chapter of the National
Lawyers Guild. Over ninety law
students and attorneys attended.
There were four panel discussions
on the subjects of "Opportunities
for Progressive Work within
Government
Agencies, ' '
"Private Practice and Progressive
Work," "Communil}-Oriented
Legal Services," and "How to
Start Your Own Practice."
Ruth graduated from Northwestern Law School in 1974. She
is widely respected for her work
on labor and immigration law.
She has been an active member of
the National Lawyers Guild since
her law school days and has contributed much to the work of the
Guild bot_h regionally and nationall}. The Guild is a progressive organization of lawyers, law
students and legal workers with
5500 members. Locally the Twin
Cities chapter has over 100 members, including several from Mitchell.

How does the National Lawyers
Guild view legal work differen~ly
from the way other people view
legal work? I think the most important thing that you can say is
that we don't see the law as something pure and abstract, apart from
the social ..:onditions. This is
something you will be taught in
law school, but it is not true. The

Law school tries to tell you that
law is sterile, tlidt 1hc1.: . i, a law,
and that you have to learn how to
look at it from all different sides.
What they consciously try to do in
law school is try to take you and
strip you of whatever you've been
before you entered law school.
They try to strip you of your ego.

"Good law is
made by social
struggle and
bad law is made
by.social
reaction. ''
They really try to tear you down
and make you feel like you're a
worthless person, that you're so
dumb and worthless , that you
can't have any opinions. They try
to strip you of your sense of right
and wrong. They mock you if you
try to bring into a classroom discussion that you think something's wrong and that's why it
should be opposed. I've had
women tell me about law school
discussio.ns where they were baited
for taking the view that they
didn't want to defend a rapist.
This is something that law school
consciously does and they especially hit you hard in your first
and second years. By the time you
get done with law schoolyouwill be
a blank page, a hired gun. You'll
be a good technician for whoever

hires you. You'll defend whatever forces and it always has been. A
point of view is paying your way. · 101 of people try to talk about the
Nixon Court versus the Warren
Court. They say the Warren Court
I urge you to resist that.
was the reason for a lot of good
The only way you can do it is by law and the Nixon Cour:t now is a
keeping a sense of what's going on reason for a lot of -bad law. Acoutside. Because when you're tually the law in the United States
alone in law school, and subject to has alwavs been reflective of social
all the pressure, and cut off from forces. In the Dred Scott decision
your friends that you had before, Justice Taney said that black peoit' s very easy to lose perspective. I
care about who I represent. I care
about which side I take and no
one can separate me from that.

My view is not to do law be·cause I enjoy law, I do law because I think it's useful. I defend
·people or I represent people or I
take an affirmative case because I
think it's going to help in some
way, not because I get off on it.
Sometimes I also get off on it.
Sometimes it's intellectually interresting. But the main thing is that
I care about which side wins.

pie ·who were born into slavery
could never be free, no matter
what. That reflected a certain
period in history and when that
period was over the law changed
with -me coming of the civil rights
truggle .
The good things in the law that

continued to page 14
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I' ve given talks about my labor
practice at law schools and a lot of
people say that they like labor law
because it's interesting. They like
reading about cases where there
strikes, strikebreakers, and cops.
It's an exciting th ing. But they
often say that they don't care
which side they represent. They
merely find it an interesting topic
of the law . I can ' t have that point
of view about it. I like labor law
because I think that working people and their struggles are very important. There' s never going to be
any fundamental change in this
country until the majority of
working people are involved in it.
And I see the ability of people to
organize and take control of their
unions to be a very crucial form of
struggle. That' s why I get excited
about working with rank and file
people. I couldn't represent emt,loyers. I just couldn't do it.
The -faw is a creature of social
OPINION

NATIONAL LAWYERS GUILD
TWI~ CJ1lES

~
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Justice Rogosheske Addresses
January Grads
By Tom Love(t

Sunday, January 14, 1979 was a
cold, crisp day in St. Paul. The
temperature, despite a clear sky
and bright sun, hovered at about
five degrees below zero Fahrenheit
(minus 20 Celsius), and typical

Minnesota winter winds swept
down Summit A venue making it
seem much colder.
For the second year in a row the
winter commencement exercises

of William Mitchell College of
Law were held in an atmosphere
which. reminded the graduates of
the three and one-half cold winters they had spent in reaching
commencement. Long since used

to the cold, one graduate remarked, "My mother told me it
would be a cold day in January
before l graduated from law
school. I guess she was right."

At I :30 p.m., commencement
exercises began at St. Paul United
Church of Christ, across from the
college on Summit Avenue, and
the college administration and its
President, the Honorable Ronald
E. Hachey prepared to award a
degree of Juris Doctor to each of
the 103 graduates, eighty-three
men and twenty women.
The program itself began with
the conferring of an honorary
degree of Doctor of Laws on
Ronald M. Hubbs, a Trustee
Emeritus of the college, and
former president, chief executive
officer and director of the St. Paul
Companies, Inc. Dean Bruce W.
Burton conferred the degi:ee upon
Mr. Hubbs, and thanked him for
the service and assistance he had
given to the St. Paul community
and to the college. Mr. Hubbs in
responsive remarks congratulated
the senior class and told them of
the challenge they faced ahead of
them.

II LIA. ,
C~ olle£.re
"The fundamental objective of legal education is and must remain stretching the orderly reasoning power of the mind; for that is what justifies
our status as a learned profession, protects against its demotion to the

CH LL
()f

I .~\t\,.

level of a trade school, and best ensures that we will fulfill our ancient
professional stewardship of maintaining public respect for ·the rule of
law, the bedrock of our system of justice." Associate Justice of the
Minnesota Supreme Court, Honorable Walter F. Rogosheske.
If

The commencement address
was given by the Honorable
Walter F. Rogosheske, Associate
Justice of the Minnesota Supreme
Court. Justice Rogosheske, a 1939
graduate of the University of Minnesota Law School was appointed
to the Supreme Court in 1962 and
has served continually since that
time, Prior to being appointed,
Justice Rogosheske had served as
a state legislator for six years and
as a state district court judge for
12 years.
In his commencement address,
Justice Rogosheske emphasized
the role of the lawyer in the community and the need for each
member of the legal community to
serve his/her neighbor, and he extolled the class to aid in the process of bringing meaningful legal
services to every person. He noted
that the class had only one
remaining hurdle before being admitted to practice law in Minnesota, the bar exam. He gave a few
brief comments on taking the exam and wished the graduates well,
both on the exam and in their
future law practice.
After the Justices' address,
Dean Burton presented the candidates to Judge Hachey who conferred the degrees upon them.
A reception was held at the college after the exercises and the
graduates, their spouses, families
and friends met, many of them for
the last time, with some of the faculty members who guided them
through the initial training of their
legal careers. By 4:00 p.m., most
of the graduates had drifted away,
some to small family receptions,
some to return home to other
states, still others just home to
look at their new hard-earned
degree. But for all, the three and a
half years of studying would continue for another month, at least
for all of those taking the February bar exam. The gradutes would
be thinking about this through the
remaining cold days of January.
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Mitchell responds to Bakke decision
By Susan Weisman

In the wake of the Bakke decision, many schools across the
country have lowered their level of
commitment to minority admissions recruitment ; some schoois
have disbanded their special admissions programs altogether, Not
so at William Mitchell Law
School.

days in length.

tionary program .

Haines represented Mitchell at
the western conference, held at
various colleges in California. Illness prevented him from attending the southern conference. ln
addition to recruiting potential
applicants, the conference provided the opportunity for Haines to
learn about recnritment methods
utilized by administrators from
other law school-s and to learn
about the composition of their respective minority recruitment programs. Information-sharing of
this type will hopefully aid in the
development of a strong and
viable minority recruitment program at our school.,

A pamphlet put out by the
school as oart of the recruitment
effort states with regard to the discretionary admissions program
that "the process by which any ins
dividual is admitted is a private
concern." It is unclear just how
these admissions decisions are to
be made.

committee was set up on a trial
basis last spring. The selection of
next year's entering class is now in
progress. Committee members
have been asked for an opinion as
to whether or not to admit a given
applicant. But it was not learned
how the final decision is being
made once this initial polling has
been done. It is unclear whether
the final decision is to be made by
the chairperson or collectively by
the committee.

represent about 2"7o of the student
body. Scholarship and grant
funds are available on an asneeded basis. $25,000 from the
Northwest Foundation are specifically for native american students. Other minority students
having financial need are funded
through monies obtained from the
state bar association ($2,000),
county bar association ($1,000),
and the Grotto Foundation
($2,000) . There are also a general
scholarship funds for which all
students may apply. Determinations as to who gets funded and
for how much are made by the
scholarship committee.

In the fall of 1977, while the
Bakke case was still pending, conT_he discretionary admissions
cerned students from Mitchell
committee is chaired by Professor
united with area law students
There are presently twenty
Jack Davies. Also on the commitfrom the U of Mand with local atminority students enrolled at Mittee are Professors Bernard
torneys to address issues raised by
Becker, Andrew Haines, Phoebe chell (12 Black, 6 Oriental, I HisBakke, and its implications for afHaugen and Curtis Stine. The panic, 1 Native American). They
firmative action measures in the
Twin Cities. A demonstration was
held at Mitchell during the formal
dedication of the new campus,
protesting the lack of minority
At the present time, Haines is
recruitment and retention efforts busy following up on inquiries
at Mitchell and urging a reversal of that have come in in response to
the California decision in the the law school's initial letter and
Bakke case.
phone-call campaign. Projected
recruitment plans for the reThe demonstration received mainder of this year will possibly
press coverage in the metropolitan include a series of open houses
daily newspapers and was also wherein minority applicants from
covered by local television news area colleges and businesses could
programs. At the time, minority come see the school. Professor
enrollment at Mitchell accounted Robert Oliphant has been charged
for less than I% of the total stu- with the responsibility of putting
dent body and there was no for- together a video presentation on
mal recruitment program.
what it means to go to law school
and what law school is like at
This year, a different pattern'is William Mitchell.
emerging at Mitchell. Serious efforts to recruit minority appliWhile the administration's prescants have recently been stepped ent minority recruitment effort is
up and the present administration certainly more concerted, as yet, it
has demonstrated some commit- lacks firm structure and procement to the establishment of a dural guidelines. This becomes
William Mitchell College of Law was
minority recruitment program.
clear when Mitchell's efforts are
,,
incorporated under the laws of the State of
'-,\-"
compared with those of law
'
Minnesota in 1900. Being fully accredited by
Much of the initial work toward schools having formal recruitment
the
American Bar Association, the College
developing a , minority recruit- programs. Whereas these prooffers a 3; 3V2, and 4 year program of
ment program has been accom- grams have formal recruitment
afternoon and evening classes leading to a
plished by Professor Andrew monies, a designated contact perHaines. In a recent interview, son within the administration, and
Juris DQctor degree. The College has a
Haines detailed the progress that involvement by minority students
curriculum which includes a blend of both
has been made and the present within the school, Mitchell's pro-traditional law courses, and
status of the program. He explain- _gram is lacking in all three
innovative skills training and
ed that early efforts, consisting regards.
clinical courses. Presently,
largely of the distribution of postthe College has an
ers urging minority applicants to
At Mitchell, there is no recruitenrollment of 1100
consider Mitchell, were under- ment fund and no recruitment
students taught by a
·'
taken by Professor Roger Hay- budget. Programmatic suggesfaculty consisting of 24
dock under former dean Heiden- tions are submitted to and approvreich' s administration.
law professors and 60
ed by the Dean and money for approved proposals is drawn from
law instr6ctors. The
For this past fall's recruitment general funds. There is no formal
tuition is currently $1900
efforts, Haines drafted a brochure director of minority recruitment.
per academic year for the
and a poster. Along with the
3V2 and 4 year programs,
posters and brochures, over 200
The recent shift toward solidifyand $3200 p er academic
letters were sent out and ing minority recruitment efforts at
year tor the 3 year program.
numerous phone calls made to up- Mitchell was furthered by a trip
Finahcial assistance is
per midwest colleges, selected taken by Assistant Dean Curtis
available tor minority students in
south and southwest colleges, Stine last year to examine the law
government agencies and Twin school admissions program at
the form of scholarships and
Cities businesses. An attempt has Temple University in Philadelgrants.
~
been made to focus on schools phia, Pa.. It was after Stine rewith large numbers of minority turned from this trip that MitIn keeping with its overall mission
students.
chell's admission procedures were
of providing vocational training of
revamped.
I
lawyers, the College actively seeks
In addition to coordinating the
I
,,
to
encourage, identify, and train
.
.,
above, Haines also participated
William Mitchell now has a disqualified minority law students. If
this past fall in whaf is referred to cretionary admissions program
you have interest in the College
as a roving caravan conference. through which students who deml
and
its minority recruitment
These roving conferences are com- onstrate an aptitude for the study
'
posed of pre-law counselors and of law, despite low LSA T. scores,
program, please request our
, ..
C
law school administrators who may apply for admission. Under
.
/
brochure and bulletin Direct all
travel from school to school to- the new program, an applicant ~~ ~
inquiries to:
gether to talk to undergraduates must have a minimum GPA of 2.5
f"
considering the field of law. Stu- on a 4.0 scale and must meet one
Minority Recruitment Program
dents at a given conference move or more of seven specified criteria
Admissions Committee
from table to table, talking .to the in order to be considered by the
William Mitchell College of Law
various law school representatives discretionar-y admissions commit875 Summit Avenue
recruiting for particular law tee. Meeting these base - level
schools. Running from mid~ criteria does not guarantee admisSt. Paul, Minnesota 55105
October to late November, ap- sion. Applicants must specify on
(612) 227 -9171
proxim"1tely four conferences are their applications if they wish to
held in different regions of the be considered under the discre- Minority Recruitment P.rogram poster circulated by Mitchell Law School to undergraduate institutions
country, each one running 3-4
around the country.

Vfdliam Mitchell
College of Law

Minority Recnibnent

Program

··"'

\

\

I
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Professor Resigns
After teaching for one semester now being taught by Professor
at William Mitchell, Professor Robert Oliphant, a full-time proLee Rosenfeld resigned his posi- fessor hired earlier last fall. The
tion at the end of the fall semester. two se·ctions are also being offered
He taught Civil Procedure and six review classes of two hours
Constitutional Law for second- each to cover material from the
year students.
fall semester again. These review
classes are being taught by ProAs a new professor, Rosenfeld fessors' Bernard Becker and
was evaluated during the fall by. a William Danforth. The third,
faculty committee, a number of second-year Rosenfeld class was
whose members periodically sat in Constitutional Law which is now
on his classes. Many students ex- being taught by Professor C. Paul
pressed dissatisfaction with Jones. The eight hours of review
Rosenfeld's teaching throughout in this class are taught by Prothe fall and there were numerous fessor Kenneth Kirwin.
conferences held between
students, faculty members, the adThe income tax examination for
mm1s tration, and Professor these classes, originally scheduled
Rosenfeld to discuss the situation. for February, has been moved
back to May when there will be
At a meeting in December the one final, covering personal and
faculty committee presented corporate income tax. The final
Rosenfeld with its evaluation of for the sections having Civil Pro~
him. It was at this meeting that cedure will only rniniq1ally cover
Rosenfeld announced his resigna- material from the fall semester..
tion.
The final for the section having
Constitutional law will include
Rosenfeld's two second-year material taught during the fall
sections of ..Civil Procedure are· semester and the review sessions.

Meshbesher Mesmerizes
Mitchell Multitudes
By Jennifer Bloom

Defense attorney Ron Meshbesher · presented his fjnal closing
argument in the Piper kidnapping
case to William Mitchell students
on February 7. Presented in the
same way he presented it to the
jury, the argument lasts 1 !/2
hours.
Dressed in a gray striped suit
and a white shirt, with matching
gray hair and a carefully trimmed
beard, Meshbesher artfully refuted the evidence presented by
the prosecution and attacked the
credibility of the witnesses. He, by
analogy, explained the presumption of innocence. Meshbesher
said that it is like a baseball game.
The teams are even before the first
ball is thrown. With the presumption, the defense team has a onerun lead. ·Meshbesher pointed out
that the prosecution has to more
than tie the score, they have to
score enough runs so that the jury
surely knows which is the better

team.
Although the crowd in Room
201 spilled into the hallway, with

many of the students standing for
the entire argument, there was
very little disruptive noise. The
students were · attentive; they
laughed and fell silent at the appropriate moments.
After the presentation, Meshbesher explained the jury deliberations and the reversal by the
Eighth Circuit Court of Appeals.
A{:cording to Meshbesher, the
jury voted 11 to 1 to find federal
jurisdiction on the first ballot.
They also voted 10 to 2 for acquittal of Callahan arid Larson. That
vot_e remained the same for three
da.ys. By the fourth day, the foreman, whorn.Meshbesher described
as a strong minded engineer,
began persuading the jurors. The
jury returned a guilty verdict on

,Hoene and McCa.leb Win Client
Counseling Competition
By Barbara Gislason

The -attorney's art of client
counseling involves' the ability to
elicit an organized story from a
client, highlight it, and attach
legal meaning. According to a
member of the Client Counseling
Board, "Few of the 12 teams that
entered the Feb. 3 intraschool
client counseling _competition
knew much about this process
when they began preparing last
December. Their progress was remarkable.''
Muc_h of the preparation was
based on practice problems written · by the Client Counseling
Board. The problems consisted of
two documents: a script for
creative, first year student "clients" and a shor.t, memorandum
for the counselors.
Jan Peterson videotaped
the trial runs, and Client Counseling advisor and Mitchell professor
the fifth day.
This verdict was reversed by the
Eighth Circuit Court because the
jury was not allowed to hear an
important witness. Meshbesher
claimed that this witness had
heard kidnapping plans, and that
she was also present at a party
celebrating the "big score" on the
day that Mrs. Piper was found
and the money was taken out of
the state. According to Meshbesher, the witness had been with
the individuals who had been positively identified as the people who
passed the money.

Mel Goldberg, board members summation in five minutes.
Barbara Swan, Barbara Gislason
The finals were critiqued by
and Jody Bettenburg, LSD repre- Maynard Pirsig (professor of prosentative Pat Bartlett, and third , fessional responsibility), John Eisyear students Mary McCormack berg (medical malpractice expert
and Marguerite Doran critiqued from Robins, Davis and Lyons),
the videotaped interviews and and Mila Hundley (director of the
wrap-ups. Some teams did as Sharing Life in the Community
many as six trial runs.
Treatment Program). This is the
first year a non-lawyer with experPreparation included the re- tise in counseling· skills has been
search of legal malpractice . and one of the three members of the
professional responsibility, and judges: panel.
interviews with attorneys and psychologists. Participants were .able
All the hard work climaxed in a
to receive two credits and fulfill Feb. 3 victory for Betsy Hoene
the long term paper requirement and Ruth McCaleb. They will
by writing a paper relating to the proceed to the regionals at the
competition and participating in University of Iowa on March 10.
the fall Moot Court competition. In addition to being an outstandSemi-final rounds were judged
by three-member panels. Members included Professors Goldberg, Ken Kirwin, Robert Gislason, Robert Oliphant and Dave
Prince, attorneys Martha Eaves,
Linda Miller and Lee Lippert, and
professionals Dr. Gerald Ronning,' Eric Anderson, Katherine
Ryerson and Florence Anderson.
Most of the judges had not critiqued a Client Counseling competition before, and expressed both
respect and surprise about the
counselors' ability to conduct- a
thorough and competent client interview in 20 minutes ai:id give a

ing team, Hoene and McCaleb
were best able to control their intentionally "difficult"' dient, first
year student Kim Dietz, in the
final round .
Other finalists teams were
Naomi Perman and Betsy
delaVega; Lynn Anderson .ind
Margaret Broughton; and Jim
Dickinson and Dennis Brown.
(Author's note: On behalf of
the Board, I would like to thank
all the people who helped at every
stage of this competition. We wish
Betsy Hoene and Ruth McCaleb
good luck in the regionals;)

Meshbesher could not locate
this witness to serve her with process. He moved to offer into evidence the statements she made to
the FBI. Judge Devitt denied the
motion.
The witness was served with
process one hour after the defense
rested its case. A subsequent motion to reopen the case was
denied.
The Eighth Circuit Court found
lhis to be grounds for reversal. "It
was a fluke that it was lost,"
Meshbesher said. "The case was
tried right."

Third year student Carolyn Tucker and her husband John had their first
child, Jennifer Lee, July 9. Jennifer Lee is one of a number of babies
born to law students in the past year.

Remembering Tom Lawrence
The death of Tom Lawrence Feb. 3 left a void in One L, section one.
Each and every member of the class remembers well his smile and warm
personality, even though we knew him less than six months.

fered words of consolation we find soothing: When one so young and
full. of promise leaves, it is our duty to see that his unfulfilled work is
completed.

The wheel of law turns
without pause

The emotions each felt were mixed, but swfit in corning. We felt at
once a realization of our own mortality, anger that one so promising
could be taken from this earth so suddenly, sorrow that our friendship
was brief.
·
·

After the rain good ~eather
In the wink of an_eye

How quickly it all can end:. \Ve were ju L gelling the feel for what
chool is all about, and then Lo see one s0 promising as Tom die. we
woniler if there aren'r thing more urgent in life than srudiei;. Our
tudi tell us th~L th e law i powerful- yet" it technician ,$e .not
invinci ble. The class is li ke a lifeboat, v.ith each l'J}elllber clinging
aboard , trying to survive the di ffi cult years of la~ chool. lt' been -a
¥~cult seco ~d emes LCr for ome: more an$i more rodents -are ques-·
tlorung the wisdom o f having cliosen the Ii ,eboaL o f sahoo Las their
means of reaching the shore of their life's work.
·

The unive;se throws off
its muddy clothes
For ten thousand miles
the landscape
Spreads out like a beautiful brocade
Light breezes, Smiling flowers
High in the trees amongst
·the sparkling leaves

Bu1 what was tariling for all lo realize wa tba t we could ha ve such
def!P fee.lings of loss for one we knew 0 ~rielly. TI1e fight for survival
aboard ~ e lifeboar forces us to ban together and foster an internity in
our rela uoa hip .

All the birds sing at once People and animals rise up reborn

\\ e'll mi $ Tom: ms friendly greetirrg at the start- of cla . His dream
What could be more natural?
of a ection one faw fi rm. His hope of a political career in the state
legislatu re. ffis role as the villain in the hypothetical Greated in torts Tom Lawrence always enjoyed a go()d time with friends. Pictured ~ith After sorrow, comes joy.
clas.
Tom (left) at the SBA winetasting party Feb. 2 was classmate John Ho Chi Minh
In announcing Tom's untimely death, Professor Kyle Montague of- Hoffman.
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What is a Law Clerk?
Interviews wi·th students

Mike
Weiner

By Jennifer Bloom

Second year student Mike
Weiner is employed as a law clerk
for Lindquist & Vennum, a Minneapolis law firm with 45 lawyers
and 5 law clerks.

Weiner finds his work at Lindquist & Vennum interesting.
"Each case is different," Weiner
stated, "and I get exposure to
many areas of law." Weiner also
likes working at the firm because
"for a big office, it's really
friendly."
According to Weiner, Lindquist
& Vennum tr~at their law clerks

well. "The clerks have their own
offices," Weiner explained, "and
we all have very good access to
secretaries."
Part time work has not interfered with Weiner's ability to prepare for classes. "I'm usually prepared. Of course, it varies," he
said, "at least I'm usually prepared enough to know what is go·
ing on in class, to know what is involved."
Weiner admitted that he
doesn't have time to study on the
job," but I might copy something
out of the resource materials and
bring it home to read," he added.
Weiner had no law clerk experience when he applied for the position with Lindquist' & Vennum.
He said they seemed to be more
concerned about grades than anything else. "They wanted to know
my LSAT score and my class
rank, and I had to bring a transcript with me," Weiner continued.
Although

Weiner

has

no

Flatz's education provides a
good background for his job. He
has an undergraduate degree in
accounting and has passed the
Certified Public Accountants Exam. Flatz has also found that the
tax courses he has taken at
William Mitchell are very helpful
in his work.
Flatz enjoys working at Dorsey.
"It helps put real life in perspective," Flatz explained. He also believes that w:Jrking in a law related
job has improved his performance
in school. "I read a lot of documents and textbooks that I otherwise wouldn't read. I've also
learned to attack a problem the
way a lawyer does," Flatz continued.

All five law clerks are students
at William Mitchell: two fourth
year, two third year, and one second year. "By doing it this way,"
Weiner said, "only two clerks
graduate each year." Wein~r explained that most law clerks at
Lindquist & Vennum start when
they are second year ·students and
continue working there until they
graduate. Weiner also plans to
stay until he graduates.
Weiner works 25 hours per
week, spending most of his time
doing legal research and writing.
For example, he writes memos
and interrogatories and recently
he assisted in the revision of a
book titled A Tax Guide for the
Professional Football Player. Weiner explained that the book
was written for the agents of football players to acquaint them with
the basic principles of tax law,
especially with the areas that apply to athletes such as income averaging and income deferral. "Professional football players have a
problem," Weiner said, "because
they make a great deal of money
in a very short period of time."

books."

WEINER

BETTENBURG

FLATZ

specific plans for after graduation, claiming he has "plenty of
time to decide," he feels that his
clerking experience at Lindquist &
Vennum is valuable. "It lets me
learn the practical realities,'' he
said, "the law clerks do the research, they find out the law."

Bettenburg continued. She stated
that she is prepared for class
about half the time, "certainly not
as often as I would like to be."

look to the judge to determine
legislative issues. Oftentimes, according to Bettenburg, lawyers
come to court when it would have
been in their clients' best interest
to settle things outside of court.
"This is a waste of time," Bettenburg said, "they should quit playing games."

0

Jody

Bettenburg
Joay Bettenburg, third year student, is employed as a law clerk
for Judge Harold W. Schultz in
Ramsey County District Court. "l
operate as a liaison in the courtroom. I keep records, swear people in, open and close court when
the bailiff isn't around, and run
some errands for the judge," Bettenburg said in a recent interview.
Bettenburg considers herself to
be a resource person. She spends
about 350Jo of her time doing research. She also checks authorities
cited by parties. "I've learned that
you can't believe what you read in
a brief," Bettenburg said.
Bettenburg does some writing
for the judge, but she explained
that Judge Schultz prefers to do
most of his own writing. "h's a
personal thing," Bettenburg said,
"some judges like to do their own
writing, some don't."
Working 40 hours per week
does present some problems for
Bettenburg. "The fact that I work
40 hours a week is definitely reflected in my grades," she admitted. Bettenburg explained that
she owes her first duty to the
judge. Siu! considers the nature of
her job to be unique, and therefore requiring dedication. "l hate
not being prepared for work,"

Betteriburg stated that she
thought law courses were valuable, especially evidence and civil
procedure which have helped her
enormously in her job,. But she
considers her clerking experience
as valuable for her future as a
lawyer as law school. "I wouldn't
trade it," she said.
Before Bettenburg became a
law clerk for Judge Schultz, she
worked part time as a law clerk
for a small firm that does mostly
civil work.
One area of her work that Bettenburg is not particularly fond of
is Special Term Assignment. Each
judge is assigned to a special term
at least twice a year, and each
assignment is for four weeks, explained Bettenburg. "Special
Term requires a lot of research,"
Bettenburg said, ''and there is a
tremendous · amount of paper
work." During Special Term, Bettenburg spends about JO% of her
time filing.
Although Bettenburg feels that
she is learning to be a judge rather
than a true advocate, she also feels
that she is developing insight into
the legal process by being exposed
to so many styles. "It fncreases
my ability to determine how I'll
conduct myself professionaily,"
Bettenburg explained. She thinks
a lawyer's professional reputation
is the most valuable asset a lawyer
has, and that this is true fo:- every
area of law.
Bettenburg feels that the experience she is having will definitely _help her do her. job better.
"It's important for an attorney to
understand wnat the judge's position is-and what power the judge
actually has," Bettenburg added.
She thinks that lawyers sometimes
OPINION

"Good lawyers don't get caught
up in this game," Bettenburg added, ''they are always mindful of
their purpose."
Bettenburg is considering
becoming a trial lawyer after she
graduates. "I'm exposed to it, it's
intriguing."

Dan
Flatz
Dan Flatz, third year law student, began working as a law clerk
for Dorsey, Windhorst, Hannaford, Whitney & Halladay (Dorsey) in August 1977. There are 45
law clerks at Dorsey serving 140
lawyers.
Flatz works in Dorsey's tax department where he is one of two
law clerks. His duties include tax
research; preparing tax returns,
individual as well as partnership
and corporate; and computations
of tax analysis. "I do a little bit of
a lot," Flatz said, adding that he
does some audits and spends some
time talking to the Intenal Revenue Service and to individual
clients.
"Client contact is one of the
best parts of the job," Flatz said.
"Talking to people is important,
you see what really is going on.
You become acquainted with the
practical considerations that you
just don't learn by reading law

Flatz claims that working in a
law firm has also helped his writ'ing. "The lawyers in the firm critique my work, and that helps me
learn quality. Dorsey demands
quality work. I may not produce
quality work now, but at least I
am learning what to look for."
When asked if a 40 hour work
week interferes with is study time,
Flatz answered, "I'm prepared
for class about 70% of the time. I
do most of my studying on weekends and the nights I don't have
class." Flatz added that he can't
study on the job because his duties
as a law clerk keep him too busy.
"Sometimes if I really feel pressured," Flatz continued, "I'll
study during my lunch."
Working full time has force9
Flatz to structure his time. "When
I wasn't working, I put things
off," Flatz stated, "and I just
never got them done. I don't do
that now because I know I won't
have time later.''
Flatz admitted that law clerking
is somewhat degrading. He explained that law clerks get the
mundane work because they are
the bottom staff. They do the
work that staff attorneys don't
want to do. Flatz added that most
of the work is the kind that clerks
can do as adequately and as fast as
the attorneys.
"Law firms and their clients
benefit from the law clerks beca1Jse they can do as good a job at
only a fraction of the cost," stated
Flatz. '' My time is billed at my
rate, the only double cost is for attorney review," he continued.
Flatz explained that a lot depends
on the firm and.how much responsibility it gives its law clerks. "I'm
not a gopher in my job. For example, I'm now hand!jng an audit for
a client, and the attomey has
given me the whole case. He'll re-view my work when I'm done."
Flatz hasn't made specific plans
for after graduation. He said he
has three options: an accounting
firm in its tax department, a law
firm as a tax lawyer, or a sole
practitioner. "If I'm a lawyer, I'll
be a tax lawyer. But I m·ight go into a business of some kind," he
added.
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How to Get
a. Job After
Graduation

78 % of ·Mitc-hel.l
Students
'

To get that law job after
graduation,. Placement Office
Director Jan Hoffman recommends a deliberate course of action based on four points. Even a
first year student should start laying the foundation for his or her
future, she believes.

Employed
Most students at William Mitchell Law School are employed while
enrolled in the evening classes. According to a survey of second semester
students last year, 78 per cent of the 986 students were employed, over
one-third in law-related jobs.
'

The four-point plan is as
follows: decide what kind of law
you would like to practice; make
appropriate curriculum choices;
get a law-related position, if at all
possible; and decide on a geographical area, mailing out
resumes and cover letters accordingly. Summer clerkships are extremely important because marry
of them lead to a permanent position after graduation, Hoffman
added.

The percentage of employed students rises dramatically after the first
year, and the switch from non-legal jobs in the first year to law-related
jobs in the fourth year is predictable.
Of the 259 first ~,ear students, 66 per cent were employed: 10 per centin law-related jobs, 90 per cent in non:legal jobs.
The 268 second year students reported an 82 per cent employment
rate: 40· per cent in law-related jobs, 60 per cent in non-legal jobs.
The 310 third year students had an 84 per cent employment rate: 60
per cent in law jobs, 40 per cent in non-law jobs.

lri addition to law firms, lawrelated positions can be found
with corporations, accounting
Check the job board daily, advises placement director Jan Hoffman
firms, banks, insurance companies, Legal Services Agencies,
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -- - - - or in small communities as an
assistant county attorney.

Of the 149 fourth year ·students, 84 per cent were employed: 66 per
cent in law jobs, 34 per cent in non-law jobs.

Prospects Good, Better Outstate
By Diane Dube
Word from the placement office· is optimistic: there are law
jobs to be had upon graduation . It
may take some time and effort to
find them and a willingness to
move outstate, but Placement
Director Jan Hoffman says
William Mitchell graduates are
getting jobs, despite the large
numbers of students who graduate
from the three Twin Cities' law
schools each year.
To back up her statements,
Hoffman points to recent surveys
of Mitchell graduates completed 8
months . after graduation, which
indicate 82 per cent of May 1977
graduates and 92 per cent of the
January 1978 graduates were employed. A survey of last May's
graduates is in the works with figures expected to be available in the
near future.
· "The jobs are there if. you're
willing to go outstate," she emphasized, as some attorney positions have been listed in the
Graduate Placement Bulletin for
months. If you want to stay in the
metropolitan area, the job market
is tight.
For an example, Hoffman. told
of one student who was willing to
relocate in outstate Minnesofa: 'In
November, he sent out resumes .in
response to ads from six firmsand got offers from three of them
before he graduated in January.
While the job market may be
looser in the outstate areas, recent
surveys of Mitchell graduates indicate most stay within the metropolitan area. Of the 83 January
1978 graduates responding tci the
survey, 65 found jobs within the
Twin Cities area-30 in Minneapolis and 21 in St. Paul. Of the
139 May 1977 graduates responding to that class' survey., a larger
percentage found jobs outstate,
but the majority stayed in the
Twin Cities. Eighty-three are employed in the metropolitan area30 in Minneapolis and 39 in St.
Paul. Six graduates found positions in other states.
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Few Mitchell graduates seek 10, over half were employed in
and find jobs in other .states, Hof- law-related attorney positions, but
fman continued, although five were either seeking a change or
January 1979 graduates specifical- had a one year term.
ly requested . information about
positions in California, WashingThe overall average income was
ton D.C., Wisconsin, Michigan, $17,688, but not everyone surthe Dakotas, Montana, Idaho and. veyed revealed his/her income.
Nebraska. While· most graduates
find employment in legal areas,
Of the 40 in private practice, 10
some prefer non-legal positions in were self-employed, 19 were in
business or government.
firms of I to 5 lawyers, 9 in firms
of 6 to 25 lawyers, and 2 were in
Salaries for January 1978 Mit- firms with 16 to 50 lawyers.
chell -graduates range from
$10,000 t-0 $35,000, with starting
The private practice lawyers resalaries rising each year. Prelim- ported average salaries of $11,000
inary figures from the survey of for self-employed lawyers;
May I 978 graduates indicate the $13,325 for those in small firms;
lowest starting salary of these $14,150 for medium firms; and a
graduates was $12,000.
median salary of$18,000 for large
firms.
The fourth annual salary survey
published in the November 1978
Of the 16 employed in business,
issue of Stuqent Lawyer, a publi- 7 were in law-related positi.ons,

reporting an average salary of
$17,020. Those in non-legal positions reported an average salary of
$34,381 -and· a median salary of
$25,000. A high salary of $92,000
for one graduate skewed the average figure.
Government employees included 4 within the Federal · government reporting salaries from
$13,000 to $19,000'; 5 within state
government with salaries from
$14,000 to $20,000; and 7 within
local government with salaries
from $14,000 ·to $19,ooo:
The -2 judicial clerks had an
average salary of $13,550. Salaries
of the Military/JAG employee
and the teacher were not disclosed
because the respondents had been
assured anonymity. Graduates in
other positions had an average
salary of $13,Q66.

cation of the Law Student Divi- . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - sion of the American Bar Association, listed starting salaries for
non-patent law firms in Minneapolis ranging from $12,000 to
$20,000. Patent law firm salaries
are a little higher with a starting
range of $14,000 to $22,000. Nonpatent corporation starting
salaries in Minneapolis range from
$12,500 to $20,000; 'patent corjioration starting salaries were
$14,000 to $22,000.
·

Ninety' of the 92 members of the
Mitchell class of January 1978 responded .to an employment survey
conducted by the placement office
last year.' As c:>f September 1978,
92 per cent of those responding
were employed. Categories of employment were private practice
(40), Indigent Legal Services (4),
business and corporations (16)nine of whom said they were ih
non-legal positions within
business-government' (16),
judicial clerkships (2), the Military's JAG program (I), teaching
(1, not law school) and oth~r (3).
Of the 83 who were employed, 10
indicated they were still seeking
different employment. Of these

No particular area of specialty
seems to be in demand, Hoffman
said, although one attorney reported trouble finding someone
who specializes in workman's
compensation law. Jobs are being
found in the non-traditional areas
such as health care and life insurance, so the student should decide
what area of law he or she is interested in and look for j9b possibilities.
··
Grades do make a difference if
~tudents are ,interested in larger,
metropolitan firms that interview
on campus in the;. fall, as they only
consider the top 15% of the class,
Hoffman said. For the other 85
per cent of the students, it's important to have a law-relah:d job
on their resumes. Also, this job
often leads to an offer for an attorney position after graduation.
Mitchell students have a good
reputation in the legal community, Hoffman continued. That and
night classes create an idealopportunity for · students to get
firsthand experience.

Job board
Check the job board every day,
advises Placement Office Director
Jan Hoffman. Deadlines are often
only days away and jobs can be
filled .fast.

Cover letter

"They told me I should wear
appropriate dress for my job interview."

OPINION

A cover letter is the icing on the
cake when applying for a job, advises Jan Hoffman, placement office director. ""I:hat' s an additional opportunity for you to sell
yourself. In the cover letter, draw
out points in your resume that
make you uniquely qualified for
the position you are seeking or
bring out information about yourself and your background that is
not mentioned in the resume."

Legal Research Center: "We think
we're doing better than we'd projected. ' '
By Diane Dube
It started with the idea that
there was a need for research in a
certain segment of the legal community. After seeking advice from
attorneys and the state law librarian (and a business ioan from the
bank), two William Mitchell students put their idea into being.
The result was the Legal Research Center (LRC) located in
the C. W. Michael Building on the
corner of University and Snelling
Avenues. After four w.onths of
operation, Jim Seidl and Christopher "Gus" Ljungkull are cautiously optimistic-and a little bit
nervous-about the chances of
success.
The LRC is more than temporary legal research workers or an
overload service for law firms.
Ideally, Seidl and Ljungkull want
the LRC to provide the highest
quality research help available, by
researchers with outstanding academic backgrounds and research
experience, in an economical a~d
convenient manner. It's still early
to tell if the LRC will live up to its
goal as outlined in a brochure, but
Seidl and Ljungkull are confident
LRC can fill what they see is a gap
in the legal work world.
Traditionally, the larger law
firms hire law students to conduct
legal research and write memoranda. But what about the smaller
firms, especially the one or twolawyer offices? Seidl and
Ljungkull hope that instead of doing their own library work, these
lawyers will call the LRC.
Both Seidl, a fourth year student, and Ljungkull, a third year
student, were employed at Oppenheimer, ·wo!ff, Foster, Shepard &
Donnelly law firm in St. Paul
when they started working on
their business idea. Ljungkull,
who was then in charge of the
files, wanted to work for a smaller
firm; Seidl was facing graduation
this summer.
They had heard about similar
operations in other areas of the
country and were intrigued with
the idea of starting a business like
that.
Four months were spent exploring the pros and cons, the hows
and how nots of setting up a formal research group. The two
learned that While there were independent groups in the Twin Cities,
there wasn't a structured business
which provided legal research for
practicing attorneys. Out of the
months of advice seeking came an
advisory board, set up to give LRC
business advice concerning the
day to day operation.
From the beginning, Seidl and
Ljungkull decided they needed the
best in order to succeed. While
they could start out with one telephone line in a sma:ll office and
use existing law libraries, they
couldn't scrimp on personnel:
they sought the best.
"We wanted an attorney in
charge of the research to establish
credibility," Seidl explained. The
attorney serves as editor. Seidl
and Ljungkull declined to ·give her
name, but did say she is a Hamline
Law School graduate. The part-

ners and a_part-time law clerk complete the staff for now. One concept is to have a bank of free lance
researchers on call to handle projects as they are received. That
was rejected-at least for nowon two grounds. First, since it is a
beginning enterprise,. LRC must
produce an excellent product or
face early extinction. The business
partners don't have the time right
now to be sure each free lance researcher meets their expectations.
"Remember, we're offering research work to save time and
money, so the· research has to be
the best," Gus said.

first months of operation. The
LRC was officially in business
Oct. 2, 1978.
The partners deliberately
started slow, first building a base
in the Twin Cities and now looking to outstate firms for business.
Recently, Seidl and Ljungkull
spoke to the Winona Bar Association about their enterprise, the
first of what they hope will be
many such talks to bar groups
around the state. A brochure extolling the virtues-"Save Time
and Money-In Any Case" -of the
LRC is being printed for selected
distribution outstate.

Second, if the LRC wants the
best clerks, it's going to have to
compete for the best which means
offering_ permanent employment
to those who could easily find research positions with the top law
firms.

..... urn,mpner ""\JDS · LJungkull

Two ethical considerations have
been raised: are the students practicing law, and h9w will they in~
sure against writing memoranda
for both sides in a particular case.
Seidl said they checked with the
Board of Professional Responsibility on the first matter and were
assured there was no problem,
especially since an attorney is
supervising the program. As for
the second problem concerning
conflict of interest, Ljungkull said
they keep files on each project and
would refuse a project ·rrom the
second party in a case.
After the preliminary exploration was completed, Jim and Gus
split up the duties-one working
on the physical set-up and the
other soliciting business for those

cover letter and evaluation sheetand the bill. The hourly rate is
$20, which Seidl and Ljungkull
point out is lower than other independent fervices. They explained
that their service replaces a. lawyer's time, not a student clerk's
time, and 1\hat the lawyer is paying
for a proje1;t not a permanent law
clerk.

law questions-both routine and
more diffic.ult questions-and
both criminal and civil law requests. the business partners made
projections for their first year. At
best they hope to have a fulltime
research position-now they have
a half-time research pos1t10n.
Their pessimistic projection is to
break even the first year.

(In its foU,r months of operation, the L~C has received requests for all kinds of legal research, Seidl ali!d Ljungkull said.
There have been many property

"We haven't had time in this
short time to figure out where we
are," Gus said, "but we think
we're doing better than we had
projected.''

"We wanted an
attorney in
charge of the
research to
establish
credibility.''
Outstate seems to be a particularly fertile area, the two believe.
Typically, outstate attorneys have
limited law library facilities and
limited clerking staffs. The LRC's
selling point is to the solo or twolawyer outstate firm where a monthly or bi-weekly trip to the Twin
Cities to use more extensive law
libraries is a necessary routine. Instead, Seidl and Ljungkull suggest, LRC researchers can do the
library work, leaving the attorney
free to work with his/her clients.
The process of engaging the
business is relatively simple. When
an attorney calls (or writes in)
about a projec.t, the editor clarifies with the attorney the facts,
issues and possible theories.
Throughout the research period
(which could take days or weeks),
the editor is in constant contact
with the attorney, just like a clerk
working for the attorney, Gus explained. A formal memo is
drafted and submitted to the attorney (usually two drafts are
written). When the project is completed, LRC follows it up with a

Jan Hoffman
placement director

Placement
Services
Expanding
It's 5:25 p.m., break time at William Mitchell Law School. Gathered
around a lighted bulletin board on the third floor are 8 or 10 students,
silently scanning the index cards for job announcements.
For many students, the cards and the Green Book kept at the library
reserve desk are the only contacts they have with the Mitchell Placement
Office. That may be the meat· of the Placement Office services, but
director Jan Hoffman says her office has on file numerous publications
and information pamphlets which can be of help to students seeking
employment.
What started with the switchboard operator taking messages and
posting job openings is gradually expanding into a fulltime service
center.

I
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Also, the office has a file for every student enrolled at the school:
Hoffman encourages students who are seeking jobs or who wish to interview on campus to have at least 10 copies of their current resume in
that file for ready response. Tqat saves the student-and the placement
office-time and worry. If a student wants an appointment for an oncampus interview, a telephone call to the placement office is all that is
needed to set up the interview and have the resume sent to the interviewing firm in advance.

I•

Publications available at the placement office include a list of bar exam offices and bar review courses for every state; a list of principal
federal agencies in the Twin Cities and their salary schedules; a list of
out of state attorney positions, vacancies for law school instructorsd,
fellowships, masters programs and law internships abroad; a list of
metropolitan firms specializing in estate planning; a bi-monthly list of
Legal Services positions throughout the United States; information on
how to write resumes and cover letters, interviewing tips, and how to
start and build your own law practice; and books and periodicals such as
Bench and Bar, the United States Government Manual, Director of
Legal,Aid and Defender Offices in the U.S.," Lawyer's Register by
Specialties and fields of Law, and the Corporate Report Fact Book.
The placement office is open 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. Mondays, Tuesdays
and Fridays, and 8:30 a.m. to 7 p.m. Wednesdays and Thursdays.

•

~·
I
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Requirements

Student Negotiates

continued from page 1
generally less adequate than those
who practice with others. Inadequacy was higher among lawyers
thirty years old or younger than
among lawyers from thirty-one to
fifty-five. Educational background alsq seemed a factor as the
following abbreviated table
demonstrates.

Union Contracts
11)' Jennifer Bloom

gaining units present their positions.
"The University typically
argues for broader units," Ayers
said. "This reduces the number of
contracts we must negotiate and
makes it easier to implement equal
pay for equal work. But our goal
is to get the best possible settlement."

For the last two years, first year
student Craig Ayers has been representing management's side at
the bargaining table. Ayers,
Labor Relations Specialist for the
University of Minnesota, is involved in all Civil Service union
arbitrations at the University.
According to Ayers, 30670 of the
10,000 Civil Service employees at
the University belong to bargaining units. There are eight very active unions on the Twin Cities
campus with 43 labor contracts
negotiated bienially. There are
also three bargaining units located
at the outstate campuses.
Ayers is one of three employees
in the Labor Relations Division of
the Personnel Department who
represent the University during
contract negotiations. Ayers also
prepares the contract language
and trains supervisors on the
changes in the bargaining unit
contracts after settlement.
''The length of negotiating
times varies," Ayers said, "anywhere from 3 months to 18
months, but the average is about 6
months." The Labor Relations
Specialists meet with representatives of the union about 15 to, 20
times before a contract is settled.
When Ayers is not involved
with the actual bargaining process, he serves as a resource person for contract interpretations,
answers a variety of personnel re-

Ayers explained that unions
oftentimes desire smaller units.
This makes it easier for them to
get the required number of signatures showing support, because
that number is a percentage of the
total number of people who will
be represented.
Craig Ayers

lated questions, and also chairs
che committee that hears Civil Service grievances at the third step.
"The first two steps_of a grievance," Ayers explained, "are
handled in the department where
the grievable situation occurred.
University administration gets involved at the third step."
Ayers also works with the
Bureau of Mediation Services in
bargaining unit determination.
This is a procedure during which a
determination is made as to
whether a group will be represented by a union. Ayers presents
the University's position, a representative from the bargaining_unit
hoping to represent the group presents its position, and representatives from other interested bar-

Ayers' employment background is mostly in the area of
personnel. Ayers was staff assistant to the vice president for
Allied Stores, Inc. for four years.
In 1974, he interned as an administrative assistant for the city of
Hopkins after receiving his graduate degree from Mankato State
University. Ayers then spent 2 Yz
years as personnel director for the
city of Red Wing.
In 1976 Ayers began working
for the University .. He was assistant director of equal opportunity
for one year, and from there,
moved to the personnel department where he is now located.
Ayers plans to work in the area
of labor law when he graduates
from William Mitchell.

EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUN
Graduation from
a prestigious
law school
First rate

Inadequate

33%

0%
Other
Inadequate

First rate

10%

J3%

Nine sctrools were designated
prestigious for purposes of the research: Harvard, Yale, Michigan,
Columbia, Chicago, Stanford,
Boalt Hall, New York University
and the University of Pennsyl-

Three scholarships were awarded this year on the basis of academic achievement totaling $4,000.
The $1000 Warren E. Burger Entrance Scholarship is given annually to a first year student who
has "demonstrated strong aca~
demic and leadership qualities at
the undergradua~e level.., The
scholarship is fonde<I by Havey
Reid. former pr~ident of West
Publishing Company. The sixty
applicants for this year's award
were screened by Mitchell's
scholarship committee and narrowed to sixteen ·persons. Mr.
Reid designated that a three member panel would make the final
selection and would be composed
of one judge and one practicing
attorney chosen by the scholarship
committee and one member
chosen by Mr. Reid. The panel
chose four finalists and interviewed them as a group at a luncheon
meeting. The panel then chose the
winner who was awarded a $1000
scholarship. Mr. Reid also unexpectedly gave each of the three
runners-up a $100 scholarship.
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Judge Devitt says that he has already had several students attending
court sessions and eagerly invites others to come and watch. The Judge
also adds that he expects attorneys will be receptive to student questions. The attorneys are, of course, flattered by the attention and seem
willing to discuss their cases.
The Minnesota federal judges are providing the tables as one of the
first steps toward meeting the new federal practice standards which will
probably be adopted by the Judicial Conference next September.

students who had "exhibited aca- single student was set at $6050; for
demic excellence and shown out- a married student, $7550; and a
standing accomplishment in con- married student with one child,
tributions to business." Prefer- $8330. From these figures, an apFour $500 scholarships were ence was then given to those stu- plicant's standard need was estabawarded for the 1978-79 school dents "showing interest in and lished. Then each applicant was
year from a grant from Minnesota progress toward a career in cor- asked to prepare an actuai budget
Mining & Manufacturing. These porate law." The criteria for se- . from which an actual need was eslection were similar to those used tablished. The actual and stanawards were available to second,
dard needs were then used to rank
third and fourth year students - in awarding the 3M scholarship.
with "particular - interest in the
The remaining scholarship the applicants.
areas of corporate or business money was awarded on the basis
With the exception of the lnlaw." The awards were based on of financial need.
dia-,l" and minority scholarships,
the awards are given solely in the
Money
. Mone~
form of tuition waivers, i.e., oneScholarships
Available Awarded
quarter, one-half, three-quarters
and full tuition. The Indian and
Indian Law Schoharships
$ 25,000 s n.soo
minority recipients are given tuiMinority Scholarship Fund
4,750
5,000
tion waivers and cash that is disRobins, Davis & Lyons
3,000
3,000
tributed periodically by the adMelvin Silver Memorial
260
260
ministration.
baw Spouses
250
25.0
Katherine Dreves EndowR1ent Scholarship
200
200
Additionally, the administraMiscellaneous Fund
7,580
7,580
tion granted $30,162.50 worth of
tuition waivers to Law Review
the applicants' academic perform- Additionally, an , anonymous editors, student clinic directors,
ance at Mitchell and in business donor provided $250 for a Work and Opinion editors during the
and economic courses at the Study Scholarship which was ulti- 1978-79 school year.
undergraduate and graduate mately lumped with the federal
levels.
work· study grant money and distributed as a part of that program.
The Richard C. Schall Annual
Scholarship is funded by Space
The scholarship committee
Center, Inc. in memory of Mr. awarded the financial need monies
through a process of assessment
Schall who was a Mitchell alumof applicants' financial situations.
nus and served as General Counsel
and Senior Vice President of A minimum standard budget was
Space Center, Inc. from 1940 devised for applicants which
incorporated marital status and
through 19-71. Two $500 awards
number of dependents. For examwere available in the 1978-79
ple, the standard budget for a
school year to third or fourth year
The presentations were made at a
dinner in honor of this year's recipients.

Next
deadline

March 12

OPINION

WRITTEN EXAMINATION
As a result of the research findings,- the committee has recommended that applicants pass a
written examination in the Federal
Rules of Civil, Criminal and Appellate Procedure, the Federal
Rules of Evidence, Federal Jurisdiction and the Code of Professional Responsibility. A federal
bar examination committee has
been created to develop such a
test. The committee anticipates
that the test could be offered in

MINNESOTA FEDERAL JUDGES INVITE LAW STUDENTS
TO VIEW TRIALS
When a law student wants to watch a trial in the U.S. District Courts
in St. Paul, Fergus Falls or Duluth, he or she now has a special place to
sit. Beyond the railing, two long counsel tables are set in the well of the
courtroom in front of the judge's bench. Now, to the righc, there is a
third table with a placard which reads, LAW STUDENTS.

Scholarship Programs Outlined
Approximately $31,500 worth
of scholarships were awarded to
William Mitchell students for the
1978-79 school year. Most of the
awards were based on financial
need while the rest were granted
on the basis of academic achievement. The money came from a
variety of sources: endowed
funds, private foundations, l;:tw
firms and private individuals.

vania.
The survey also identified the
areas of trial practice which needed the most improvement. The
committee found that skill and
judgment in developing a strategy
for the condi.:ct of a case and skill
and judgment in recognizing and
reacting to critical issues as they
arise were frequently cited as problems in the planning and
management of litigation. In the
area of technique in examining
witnesses, the survey participants
noted deficiencies in cross-examination, in the use of objections,
and in direct examination.
General legal knowledge was also
found lacking, particularly in the
areas of the Federal Rules of
Evidence and the federal rules of
procedure.

connection with the state bar exams. Lawyers already licensed to
practice in the federal courts
would not be required to take the
test.
TRIAL EXPERIENCES
REQUIREMENT
The committee has also recommended that an attorney have
four trial experiences, at least two
of which involve actual trial participation before being admitted.
Although the details have not
been worked out, the committee
has suggested the following alternatives: an attorney could second_c hair a trial, either through an
associate or through a system of
experienced volunteer trial advocates; a law student could participate in an actual trial through student practice rules; ·a lawyer or
law student could gain some credit
through supervised observation of
a trial; and law students and
lawyers could satisfy the requirement in part by participating in
simulated trials in trial advocacy
courses in law school and in continuing legal education programs.
One of the most difficult problems facing the committee is
whether to require lawyers already
licensed to practice in the federal
courts to meet the trial experiences
standard. Thus far the committee
has failed to reach a strong agreement. A slight majority of the
committee favors a dual approach
that would distinguish between
lawyers who had satisfied the trial
experiences requirement and those
who had not. The latter group
could participate in all pretrial
phases of a civil federal case but
could not conduct an actual trial
continued lo page 14
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Earlier Student Elections Date Announced
How to File
Nominations are due the end of
February for members of the Student Bar Association (SBA), the
editor-in-chief of the Opinion student newspaper, and the representative of the Law Student Division
(LSD) of the American Bar Association. Elections -will be held the
week of March 12 to March 16.
SBA positions to be filled include class -representatives, who in
turn will select the members of the
executive council: president, vicepresident, secretary and treasurer.
Nominations for class representative must be by written petition
containing the naine of the petitioner, his/ her year and section,
and the signatures of IO members
of his/ her class. These petitions
are due one week' before the election. Balloting will take place in
the used bookstore and student
lounge for third and fourth year
st'udents, and in the respective sections of the-first and second year
classes. In the event of a tie, the
executive council will conduct a
runoff election among the persons

who are tied. If there are no candidates for a first year or second
year section, the losing candidates
in the other sections will have a
runoff 'election for the vacant slot.
To be elected-at-large are the
editor of the Opinion and the LSD
representative. Persons wishing to run for the editor's position must
submit a one page statement t_o the
SBA president, Al Bonin, two
weeks before the election. Additional nominations may be made
by petition of 50 students up to
one week before the election. Applicants will be questioned by the
nominating committee which may
make up to two nominations. The
committee is made up of the SBA
president, two students chosen by
the SBA, the current Opinion
editor, and a faculty member ap1
pointed by the SBA executive.
board.
Nominations for the LSD representative may be made by LSD
members three weeks before the
election. Nominees must have at
least two semester remaini ng

before graduation and must have
been members of the LSD for at
least 90 days prior to the election.
Balloting for both the Opinion
editor and the LSD representative
will be in the used bookstore.
The class representatives make
up the SBA which is the student
government body of the school,
handling matters such as the used
bookstore school parties, sports
activities, and representing student concerns to the faculty and
administration.
The Opinion editor is responsible for recruiting a staff and publishing the student newspaper.
The editor also prepares the
budget for the newspaper and is a
voting member of the SBA.
The LSD representative acts as
the official voting delegate of the
school at all LSD conventions,
conferences and meetings, promotes .the LSD and its services,
and is a voting member of the
SBA.

Development Fund Update Moot
Mitchell College of Law's Development Campaign has raised
$3,156,846. The goal for the campaign is four million dollars . Most of
the money has come from foundations, business and industry, law
firms, and alumni .
According to Direc,or of Development , Gerald Bjelde, the campaign
was originally scheduled to end December 3 1, 1978 . bu t it had been ex
tended until June, 1979 in order to wind up contacts with prospective
donors and grantors.

PAD Elects Officers
By Gloria Bogen

The 1979 officers for the Butler Chapter of Phi Alpha Delta were
elected at t~e Feb. 3 meeting of the international legal fraternity chapter.
·Elected were Gloria E. Bogen-justice; David M. Anderson-vice
justice; James E. Meye~~clerk; Nancy B. Olson~treasurer; and Lisa
A. Berg-marshal.
The spring s~mester fraternity rush began Feb. 12. PAD members invite students an·d faculty to attend the first luncheon of this semester, to
be held Feb. 17 at the Lexington Restaurant, Grand and Lexington. The
speake"r will be Minneapolis attorney Doug Thompson. All are invited
to attend.
Phi Alpha Delta, was established in 1902 and is the largest legal
fraternity in the country. PAD has 150 chapters in the United States and
Canada and was the first law fraternity to admit women. Some of its
members include Chief Justice Warren Burger, retired Justices William
0. Douglas and Tom C. Clark, and the late Presidents Taft, Harding,
Wilson, and Truman. Its services to the student include financial
assistance, leadership.development, placement assistance, and a chance
to meet law students from other schools at the annual district conclave
and the national convention every two years.
New initiates pay a one-time national initiation fee of $35 and
semester dues of $9. An advantage to members of the Butler Chapter is
the refunding of all dues to all members who attend the three speakerluncheons.
·
Any questions about the fraternity can be answered by members who
will be maintaining a rush table in the lounge, or by contacting one ot"
the officers.

Court
Report

How to Get a Summer Job

The annual Rosalie· Wahl
Spring Moot Court Competition
is now underway. This' spring's
problem deals with slander and
jurisdiction issues. It is -an appeal
t-o a fictitious United States Court
of Appeals. The State of Mitchell,
where the cause of action was
brought in the federal courts, has
laws similar to Minnesota for purposes of the problem.

Now is the time to apply Tor
summer employment, according
to Placement Offic;e Director Jan
Hoffman. While_it's hard to pre-diet . how many summer -jobs are
available, the norm is for students
to work part time during the
school year and increase their
hours to full time during the summer.

torney general and the Hennepin
and Ramsey county attorneys' ofc
fices, have special summer internships. However, most do their
interviewing and hiring in the fall
for the following summer. The
Ramsey County Attorney's office
recently opened its application
process. (Watch the placement office's job board for details.)

"If students have time to start a
job before school is out they
should," Hoffman advised. It's
better to start now and law firms
are understanding about giving
time off during exam week,-after
all, Hoffman added, the lawyers
have gone through it themselves.

Students looking for jobs this
summer should check the job
board daily-and if something appeals to them, it might be worthwhile to apply now, Hoffman
con-::luded.

0

The alumni telephone campaign held last fall netted $3,000 as of
January 24th . Of the 424 alumni calls completed, primar.ily by student
volunteers, 57% pledged or said they would pledge and 43% declined to
pledge. Two hundred pledge cards have yet to be returned.
This fundraising campaign is the first formal developmen t program in
lhe college's history. Bjelde indicated that beginning next year there will
be an ann ual fundraising campaign in wnich the alumni will be approached . Mitchell is in ' excellent financial shape and has been for a
long period of time, " said Bjelde. He praised the college in this regard
by adding that it "has been run with a great deal of hard nose business
sense."

The spring competition is run
by the Moot Court Board at Mitchell. There are also three faculty
advisors: Professors Steenson,
Ver Ploeg, and Goldberg.
Written briefs for the competition are due around the middle of
March with oral arguments to
follow about a week later.

i5 na.AJ a\.t:lilable

Law clerk salaries average $5 to
$~ an hour, depending upon what
The larger firms and public ye)l.r the studeents are and their
agencies such as the Minnesota at~- qualifications.

at -the new

Grru, Mill fux OW i"ce:::~ tt::XJ C~i!Y

cal I (cfJ0-05~
and pl~ aflowl/5min(J/es

Opinion editor Tom Copeland and assistant editors Sally Oldham, Jennifer Bloom and Diane Dube wish
you a Happy Valentine's Day
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WILLIAM MITCHELL FOTO FUNNIES
By Mike Weiner

We didn't know anything about Torts in mY- old N.Y. neighb ; rhood,
but we knew ou,r contract law.
When someone "made you an offer
coulan't refuse", no Consideration was needed.
Either you
a contract, or they
out a contract!!

Now for a review of tonight's
class; First, TDBRG & SRKLT, unless·
it's N to SNSTLP.
Second, LT & DFPUM,
unless of course, YWPDT & LP, not
to menti·on TPLYMW and TPFRV.
And
finally, WOTCE,WCMTF, not to be
~ confused with MTD & M.

(All captions are, of course, products only of the imagination of the editorial staff of the Opinion, and are not meant to represent the
opinions, comments, or views of the professors pictured.)
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DWI Defense

To the Editor:
I read with interest and appreciation Sally Oldham's recent article on defending DWI misdemeanors (see "DWI Charge Can
Be Defended, December 1978
Opinion). The article provided an
overview which should be beneficial to most cf the practicing
bar. While I'm sure that the article
was constrained by space limitations, I feel that several areas deserve further comment so as to not
be misleading.
With regard to the invoking of
the implied consent law, it is not
correct to state that the police can
only require chemical testing if
they actually saw the individual
driving, or if an accident occurred
involving personal injury or property damage.
M.S. § 169. 121 states:
. . . (l)t is a misdemeanor for any
person to drive, operate or be in
physical control of any motor vehicle within this state:
(a) When the person is under the influence of alochol;
(b) When the· person is under the influence or a controlled substance;
(c) When the person is under the influence of a combination of any
two or more of the elements
named in clauses (a) and (b); or
(d) When the person's alcohol concentration is . IO or more.
MS . §169 . 123 Subd . 2 provides:
(a) [A)ny person who drives,
operates, or is in physical control of a motor vehicle within
this state consents, subject to
the provisions of this section

and section 169.121, to a chemical test of his blood, breath or
urine for the purpose of determing the presence of alcohol or a
controlled substance. The test
shall be administered at the direction of a peace officer. The
test may be required of a person
when an officer has reasonable
and probable grounds to believe
the person was driving, operating, or in physical control of a
motor vehicle in violation of
section 169.121 and one of the
following conditions exist:

ignition, and whether the engine
of the car was running.

M.S. §169.121 refers to driving,
operating or in physicla control
within the state. This has been
construed to include acts occurring on private·property. Theimpli,:d consent statute, on the other
hand, formerly stated, "[A]ny
person who· drives or operates a
motor vehicle upon the public
highways of this state shall be
deemed to have given consent ... '' This inconsistency of the
(I) The person has been lawstatutes was addressed by the Minfully· placed under arrest for
nesota Supreme Court in State
violation of section 169. 121
or an ordinance in conDept. of Public Safety v. Halverformity therewith; or
son, 292 Minn. 468, 194 N.W. 2d
(2) The person has been in573 (1972). The defendant had
volved in a motor vehicle acbeen arrested in a West St. Paul
cident or collision resulting
parking lot and refused to submit
in property damage, perto chemical testing to determine
sonal injury, or death; or
his blood alcohol concentration.
(3) The person has refused to
The Court held that the implied
take the screening test proconsent provisions of M.S.
vided for by section
169.121, subdivision 6; or
§ 169 .123 did not apply to the
(4) The screening test was adoperation of a vehicle on private
ministered and recorded an
property. 292 Minn. at 469. M.S.
alcohol concentration of
§ 169 .123 was amended effective
0.10 or more ..
September l, 1978 and now provides for driving, operating, or in
The "operating" or "physical physical contro.1 ''within the
control" provisions of M.S. state''. While thrs provision has
§169.121 are both construed to be not been judicially construed, it
broader than ''driving''. would appear logical to assume
Oliphant, et al. Misdemeanors that Halvorsen is no longer viable
and Moving Traffic Violations as a defense to a refusal to submit
Manual 2343 (I 974).
to chemical testing.
The more frequently used
l think that it should also be
physical control provision governs made clear that the driver's rethe typical "stumper" situation · fusal to submit to chemical testing
where the police come upon a under M.S. §169.123 does not
parked car with the driver asleep necessarily avoid the risk of havbehind the wheel. The crucial ing a DWI conviction on the drivfacts in such a situation are er's record. The refusal simply
whether the driver was in a posi- precludes the State from bringing
tion to operate the vehicle's con- charges under M.S. §169.121 (d),
trols, whether the keys were in the the so-called per se provision of

the DWI statute. The driver can
still be charged with DWI under
§169.121 (a), (b), or (c). Practically speaking, the refusal may enhance the defendant's leverage
with regard to plea-bargaining. ·
The price of this additional leverage is the possible loss of the driver's license for six months if said
refusal was unreasonable.
Very truly yours,
Gregory M. Bistram

is to bend over backwards to provide a solution? Now, really!
Shape up, Mitchell. If you
aren't r.areful you may develop a
reputation .for producing a set of
humanistic attorneys that the
world will never understand, let
alone, properly mistrust.
Susan Bates
Second year student

Wise Up Mitchell!

SUMMER
LAW STUDY

To the I\ditor:
Society reassures us that attorneys are hacks and cut throats.
Well, Mil\Chell, you better shape
up if you are going to assist in
preserving that image. Frankly,_.at
this point, ,Your contradictions are
making me a bit schizophrenic.

in

Guadalajara
London
Oxford
Paris
San Diego

How can I acquire the proper
sense of i_solatlon and detachment
when every time my car gets stuck
in the snow outside of school, 3 oi4 students come over and push me
out?
When do I develop that requisite sense or arrogance and
blind competativeness if, on having my books and 5 months of tax
notes ripped off from my car, so
many students offer to Xerox a set
of their notes for me!

For information: Prof. H. lazerow
U. of San Diego School of law
Alcala Park, San Diego, CA 92110

Not only the students are
remfss. Even the administration
and faculty are to blame. What
sort of example is being given for
the development of the proper
amount of pomposity and disdain
when the response to what would
usually be summarily dismissed as
an irreconcileable problem with
an unsatisfactorv course offerin"

HAPPY

Bar Review in Minnesota.
17 Years Experience in this State.
With Minnesota Bar Exam Analysis.
An MBR/BRI Exclusive.
In Overall Pass Rates.
Course with Writing Seminars and Practice Exams.
Graded by Former Minnesota Bar Exam Graders.
Course Specifically Designed to Prepare You for
the Minnesota Bar Exam.

Contact your Campus Reps:
Al Bonin
Janine Laird
Joel Lebewitz

Thomas G. Lovett
Christine M. Mayer
or Call or Write:
Minnesota Bar Review/BR!, Inc.
861 West Butler Square
100 North 6th Street
Minneapolis, MN 55403
612/338-1977

Would you risk anything
less than The Best?
Note-.

$5Clearty algn-up clacount for those who sign up
• betON April 1, 1979.

Busy Lawyers
On-the-go
Step up to VSCA
They are serving their elients in lhe cities and towns of America
with energy and dedication. They find USCA to be indispensable
as the ooe eomplete ~eral law source.
One of lhem wrote us, "To attempt to practice I.aw in federal court
wjthoul United Stales CodeAonot.ated as a ready referen<re I f-eelis
virtually irnp0ssible." He added: "ff it is done 1 feel that same
lawyer is not being fair to his elbc:nl."

Step up
to .USCA.

The step up to USCA being made by lawyers across the country is a
move you should sepously consider now if you do not have this
superior federal law source at the present time.
Your West sales representative has the interesting details. Or write
W~l Pu.blishing Company, 50 W. Kellogg Blvd., P.O. Box 3526,
St. Paul, MN 55165.

....

IEIT

CIIINNY

Rl<;hard O. Arvold

JamesR.~

Al~xand~. MN 56308

2201 West 140th Street
Burnsville, MN 55337

Aouta 8, Box 467

P!ibne: 612/846--8404

Phone; 6 1 2 / ~

.

./ . , .
.\.

·Requirements
continued from page 10

A lot of socially conscious
lawyers are concerned about
making good law and trying not to
make bad law. But what I say is
that good law is made by social
struggle and bad law is made by
social reaction.

without supervision. In a criminal
case, the lawyer must have satisfied the requirement before being
allowed to practice at all. This
bar/trial bar approach will be
evaluated in the months to come
by. lawyers, judges, and the public
with a view toward presenting a
final recommendation to the
Judicia~Conference in September.

I had an interesting conversation recently with a legal aid lawyer about a case he wanted me to
take up. Some workers were fired
for going out on a wildcat strike
which was led by a union official.
They .were Spanish speaking
workers and they had never seen
the contract in Spanish. They
didn't know that there was a no
strike clause and that they
couldn't walk out. They all
wanted to fight to g~t their jobs
back. Legal Aid wouldn't let this
lawyer take the case. It was outside their guidelines. He_ wanted to
know if I would take the case.

MINNESOTA
Gaining admission to practice
in the Minnesota federal courts is
pretty much a pro forma procedure. All that is required is that
the applicants be members _of the
state bar, that their good character be sworn to by members of
the federal bar, and, as of January
l, 1979, that they certify -their
familiarity with the federal rules
of evidence and procedure and the
local rules of court. But that is
.bound to change. Although the
courts are not required to adopt
the new standards, Judge Devitt's
positiori as chairman of the committee insures the adoption of the
written examination and trial experiences requirements.

The reason he was urging me to
take the case was he thought we
had a good chance to make good
law on workers' rights to have a
no strike clause explained to them.
And I asked him, "Have you explained to the client that he really
doesn't have a very good cha_nce
of winning this case? That if he
has to hire a private lawyer and go
into federal court it's going to cost
a lot of money? ls there still an
ongoing organizing situation? Are
these workers still together or are
they all dispersed? Do they want
to get back into the plant?'' He
hadn't really thought about any of
these questions and he hadn't laid
it out to the worker involved.

The Minnesota federal courts
are also likely to adopt a student
practice rule. Currently, thirtyfive federal district courts allow
student practice in one form or
another.· Although the Minnesota
federal district court has not yet
adopted such a rule, the decision
of the judges to provide law student counsel tables within the well
of the courtrooms is hopefully a
step in that direction.

Some statistics about the frrst
year class have been tallied by the
admissions office.
Thirty-seven per cent (or 199) of
the 321 students are female. Three
and a half per cent (11) are
minority students: five blacks,
three Native Americans, two
Chinese and one Korean.
The students' ages span 30
years, from 21 to 51, with the
average age at 26 years.

at the Prom Center
1190 University Ave. St. Paul

Sixty-six students are enrolled
in the-day-school program; the remaining 255 students are divided
into three evening sections.

March 2nd

The. average undergraduate
grade point average is 3.2 on a 4.0
scale, with a range of l.87 to 3.97.
Average LSAT (Law School Admissions Test) score was 590, with
a range of 327 to 789. Except for
the special admissions program,
student admission is based .on a
combination of the grade point
average and LSAT score.

vate, further information about
the class is difficult to compile, although it is known through informal conversations that many of
the first year students come from
varied professions such as teaching, accounting, police work and
journalism.

The admissions office will receive a print-out of undergraduate
degrees received and universities
attended later this month from the
educational testing service.

Since student records are pri-

Frankly I didn't see taking on
that case because it wasn't going
to help the struggle of those workers. In fact it would cost them a
lot of money, they probably
wouldn't win, and it probably
wouldn't help their organizing
struggle. I wasn't concerned about
making good law. I don't look for
opportunities to make good law. I
look at my clients and l try to
figure out how I can use the law to
help them out.

See 79 F.R.D. 187 for the committee's report and tentative
recommendations. For additonal
discussion, see articles by Judge
Devitt at 72 F.R.D. 471 and 78
F.R.D. 251.

Change
continued from page 3

came in the sixties: increased
rights for prisoners, rent withholding, affirmative action, the
right to sue about civil rights
violations, juveniles' ri_ght to a
trial, and so on didn't come
because of Wauen sitting on the
court. They came because of
social ferment. And they are all
being challenged and threatened
again· now because we are in a
period of retrenchment.

First
year
profiled

HAPPY
WA. SHJN·G.TON'S_
BIRTHDAY

CONSULTATIONS
8:30 a. m: -5:30 p. m. Monday-Friday

By Appointment

Thomas M. Loftus

FOOD TO 60

651 So. Cleveland

698-9792

LAWYER
Gatew~y Center
D El ICA TESSEN
BAKERY
RESTAURANT

15870 FraQklin Trail S. E. , Prior Lake

447-4177

IT PLEASES I.I~ TO

Real Jewish Foods
Ha.ndmade Desserts
Hot Bagels - Kaiser~
Rye Bread
From Our Own Ovens

SERVE YOU WELL

-~~~ C--

c.@- . ---=--&)
_s
____
DRUG

REVIEW PIBLISHINI

~

CiR11•0 AVE IIT VICTORIA

ST. f>AUL , 11111111.

Charles F. Deutsch, Manager

PHONE 22S-6507

Printers of

Monday-Friday . ....... . ... .. ..... 9-8
Saturday ...... .................. 9-6
Sunday ........ . . .. , . .. . .. . .. ... l 0- l

Greeting Cards, School Supplies, Photo Supplies
One Blk. from Mitchen
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On Bus Stop

BAR~ GRILL, Inc.
164 N. SnelHng Ave.
644-3333

O'GARA'S WEST
36 Signal hills

Banquets and Parties to 200
OPINION

BRIEFS AND RECORDS

Call us - We Can Give You Faster Service On Your
Brief And Record Printing With Our Modern Time-And
Cost-Saving Equipment.

217 E. SIXTH ST.

ST. PAUL, MINN. 55101

(612)-224-7631

EVALUATION
EXPEQTic,E

IN DETERMINING THE VALUE OF
CLOSED CORPORATION SECURITIES
EVALUATION PROBLEMS
Case #41
Founder of a successful enterprise was
fortunate because two sons-in-law were an
important part of his management team.
In planning for retirement, founder
wished to "cap" his personal estate. He
also desired to receive income from his
company which would provide him his accu.st omed standard of living during
retirem~ .
Experience9 tax counsel recommended
a recapitalization of the corporation
wherein the founder would exchange his
90% cemmon stock ownership for
preferred stock. Founder's annual income
would take the form of dividend income
during his retirement. One r equirement
for the tax-free exchange of securities was
that fair mark~t. value of new preferred
stock be r eceiv ed in exchange for_ fair
market value of common stock.
Upon counsel's recommendation, The
John Hawthorne Company was employed
to evaluate the common stock as well as
the proposed preferred stock to be issued
in exchange thereof - all of which made
possible a tax-ftee exchange based upon
fair market value.
If determining the fair market value of
your .c lient's closed corporation stock is a
problem, call us to learn if our evaluation
expertise' can provide the solution.

Greg Bistram, Grace Willenborg and first year student Dan.Boatman at the SBA winetasting party Feb. i

'I'HE ~JoHx HAWTHOHNE COMPANY

CORPORATE FINAXCIAL .CONSELTANTS

r_::
• I
~

Michael Johnson, first year student, and Jim Krave, second year student

FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDING

WAYZATA, MINN. 55391

473-1404

J}ortbturst
J}irirf Jrinttng
(ompanp
(DIVISION OF TYPOGRAPHIC ARTS, INC.)

316 CHICAGO AVENUE
MINNEAPOLIS, MN 554·15
(6·12) 338-5078

BRCISTHERE
WITH T·H E STATE'S BEST
BAR REVIEW COURSE
While other courses imitate the BR·c approach , and use programmed learning "language" to
describe traditional bar reviews, the fact is that BRC is the nation's premier bar reviewer (about
10,000 students this year alone), because it does things differently and better.
Just as our Sum & Substance series of books and tapes added a significant dimension to law
school study, BRC makes passing the bar exam surer and easier.
•
•
•
•

~mputer-evaluated diagnostic tests
Integrated pacing and feedback system
Attorney-graded, practice essay exams
Detachable capsule outlines and comprehensive law summaries

Law Brief Printing Specialists

• Special training in objective test-taking
• Comprehensive lecture program (in Florida,
BRC has the only full range, six week lecture
program as well as pre-exam lecture review)

APPROVED PRINTERS OF BRIEFS FOR
THE UNITED STATES
COURT OF APPEALS,
I EIGHTH CIRCUIT
The course the others imitate
NATIONAL HEADQUARTERS : 924 NORTH MARKET STREET INGLEW00D, CA 90302, 213 /674·9300
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REVIEW

Rocco's Rates Raves
By Doug Seaton
One aficionado of American
neighborhood restaurants warns
that fanciers of ethnk cooking
court disaster unless they follow a
strict rule: don't eat ethnic food in
a city unless the ethnic group in
question is numerous enough .to
elect at least two aldermen. There
is a great deal of truth in this rule,
though ghettos may be bad for the
melting pot, they're great -for the
cooking pot. A demanding
market, after all, makes a good
product. If no one asks for the
spaghetti al dente o.r complains
that there is no pike in the gefilte
fish or notices that the pate de foie
gras is chicken liver, standards,
alas, will fall. But a strict observance of this rule would leave Twin
Citians with the slim dinner choice
of salisbury steak, lutefisk or
wiener schnitzel. So we're forced
to try to observe the spirit of the
rule instead and search for ethnic
restaurants where at least some of
the clientele and hopefully the
chef are from the right old country.
Rocco's Italian-American
Restaurant at 1179 Minnehaha
Avenue East, in St. Paul, isn't the
Via Venuto. It isn't Little Italy (in
Manhattan), the North Ward (of
Newark) or even Murray Hill (in
Cleveland). But it's darn good,
it's cheap and they speak a little
Italian in a pinch. And how
Italian can you get in Minnesota,
after all!
Openers are inauspicious at
Rocco's. You enter and are given
a number. Then you stand, too
near the door, next to the planter
full of plastic plants, until a table
clears. They do not take reservations. Rocco's is always full, but
the wait is never too long. While
you are waiting, read something
like the "Nitelife" provided for
this purpose. If you planned on
soaking up the atmosphere, forget

it. · Italian-American restaurants
are not famous·- it may be more
accurate to say they are infamous
- for their decor. Rocco's is no
exception. The walls are pine
paneling, but they have been
painted hospital green, the flo;ers
are plastic, the wine barrels are
plastic. The ambience is decidedly
functional all around. The table
cloths are red and white checked,
but that's the closest you'll get ·to
that little trattoria in Siena.

a miniature antipasto in any case,
one of the best dinner salads in
town . This will be more than
enough for most appetites,
especially since a ·choice of appetizers is provided with dinner.
Among these I would recommend
the herring (even though it seems a
little incongruous in an Italian
restaurant) and the chopped
chicken liver (ditto),

- Rocco's offers many vanet1es
of pasta and much, if not most, of
The menu is the standard it is homemade. The ravioli is, for
Italian-American split offering: example, and the meat version is
one side is Italian, the other side is stuffed :with an actual, and delect"American".. The "American" able, meat filling rather than the
offerings include southern fried soybean and bonemeal paste
chicken, walleye, fried shrimp, which most seem to use. It is
frog legs, scallops, liver, lobster, available as a baked entree with
evef! Holstein Schnitzel, and an choice of chicken, meatballs or
assortment of chops and steaks, sausage ($5.25), as a side dish
with prices ranging from $2.25 to· ($.95) and in six ala carte versions.
$9.50. I haven't eaten any of these
and I assume you probably·won't
either, since these items are designed for the kids or for ·Aunt
Ethel or Uncle Henry. But I am
sure they are well prepared.
The Italian food is what you
came· here for, however, and it is
worth a wait. Rocco's formerly
made its own complimentary
breaksticks, which were absolutely divine: no one could eat fewer
than four of these hot, sesameseeded delicacies, each about the
size of a croissant. But the management, unfortunately has dropped this offering and replaced it
with little deep dish pizza slices.
These are good and far crisper
than deep dish (usually a synonym
· for soggy) pizza generally is. But
they don't seem quite as appropriate - and a little too filling - as
appetizers . On the subject of appetizers I offer a .warning: don't
order antipasto except as a meal
or to share with four. It is excellent, hut it is enormous. The
salad you'll receive with dinner is

"Rocco's caters
to veal lovers:
veal cutlet parmigiana, veal
scallopini, veal
scallopini ricatta,
and veal scallopini marsala."

There are ten varieties of spaghetti
dinners offered, in small and large
portions (from $2. 75 to $4.95), including spaghetti .ala Caruso, with
chicken -livers, green pepper and
mushroom, as the great tenor liked it. Even a side order of spaghetti at Rocco's is a decent meal: a
full small plate of al dente (if you

wish) spaghetti with a genuine,
well-reduced meat and tomato
sauce ($.85). Portions in all cases
are adequate to large and food is
served hot, in baking·dishes, with
servmg plate. Completing the
pasta bill of fare, mostociolli,
rigatoni, manicotti and· lasagna
are also offered. The baked lasagna is very good. It is offered in
the same versions as the baked
ravioli entree, though· I would
especially recommend the sausage
version with fresh mushrooms.
Gnocchi, a characteristic Roman
dumpling, is offered in entree and
ala carte • versions ($4. 95 and
$3.50) . The fettuccine alfredo
($4.95), which is a difficult dish,
was disappointing. Unlike everything else at Rocco's, it was served
lukewarm, the cheese, cream and
egg binder were separated and the
noodles were tough. I'm afraid
they don't do the dish very often.
Italian food to me, even before
pasta, means veal, excellent milkfed veal sauteed and served with
marsala wine or cheese or ham or
mushrooms or what-have-you.
Rocco's caters to veal lovers.
There are four substantial veal
dishes offered, and if you have
purchased veal in the supermarket
lately you will recognize that these
are excellent values at $5.95 for
the dinner. Veal cutlet parmigiana
is the familiar dish with marinara
sauce and fontina cheese. Veal
scallopini is usually used in the·
more delicate dishes, but Rocco's
scallopini parmigiana is a robust,
stew-like rendering with onions,
green peppers, mushrooms and
provolone cheese. Veal scallopini
picatta _is a lighter, more traditional scallopini concocted of
cream, lemon juice and gruyere
cheese. Veal scallopini marsala,
too, is a more delicate dish, essentially a fricassee with marsala wine
and mushrooms. These are all
substantial servings for veal, the

When you need Supreme Court Briefs

in a hurry . ..
There's no reason to panic. Finished Art Services can guarantee
you the quick and reliable service expected of an appraved
printer of briefs. Conveniently located in Suburban Minneapolis~
we have daily pick-op and delivery servke throughout Hennepin
County ... so you can devote yourself to law and leave the
legwork to us. So, the next time you want a brief fast, phone the
people you can count on for quick and reliable briefs . .. from
type to printed piece. (7 -10 days in most cases)

Remember: .
Tempos Fugit

But we're faster!

• • •

Finished Art Services
680 I West Lake Street
Minneapolis, MN ·SS426
Phone: 926-5403
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saucing is excellent and the accompanying vegetables are
never overcooked. I would also
recommend the chicken cacciatore
at the same price and the (homemade) Italian sausage dinner
($5.25). Skip the beef rolettes.
This is one of those bastard "continental" dishes, rather than an
Italian one, and it is dry and une ·cilin_g. Pizza, of course, is also
available at Rocco's in all the
usual varieties. No complaint
here. These dinner prices, as well
as those .o f the other entrees, indude choice of potato (au gratin is
great) or spaghetti, · the ~forementioned salad, appetizers and pretty
good Italian bread, though it
doesn't match the fondly remembered breadsticks.
There is a good selection of Italian wines, the usual Portuguese
Roses and a sprinkling of German, French and California wines
at- Rocco's. The ubiquitous Zeller
Schwarz Katz is, oddly enough,
identified as Italian. There is a
very good value - at restaurant
prices anyway - in the French
Vouvrav at $4.25. This is the wine
of which it is said: "You can't be
gay without drinking Vouvray"
(honest!). There are also· California champagnes, Almaden by the
glass or carafe and beer. The best
choice for the veal di'shes is probably the chianti classico, 1975, a
·smoother and more bordeaux-like
wine than the younger strawwrapped chiantis.
Rocco's is an informal, inexpensive, crowded and friendly
neighborhood restaurant. Outsiders have "discovered" the
place; which it certainly deserves,
but not in sufficient numbers to
spoil it. Many of the people know
one another and the service is
good natured and unhurried.
Don't come on a tight schedule .
But do come. It's a very pleasant
place for a semi:;..authentic Italian
·meal, even if you won't think
you're in a little spot just off the
Piazza San Marco.
Rocco's is localed al I 179 Minnehaha Avenue, Ea~,. SI. Paul
(776-9157) and is open from 11:00
a.m. to 10:00 p.m. Tuesday Thursday, · 11:00 a.m. to 11:00
p.m. Friday and Saturday and .
11:00 a.m. lo 9:00 p.m. Sunday.
They accept no reservations or
credit cards.

Correction
The Como Bomber team which
was defeated by Jardine, Logan
and O'Brien in the finals of the
Mitchell Fall Football League was
not the same Como Bombers team
that won the State Class A championship, as stated in· the last
issue's sports page. Despite the
similarity in names, the teams are
substantially different, according
to Brian Wojtalewicz, quarterback for both teams . We apologize for any inconvenience caused
to Brian and Lou Tilton .

